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Abstract

This document is a thorough review of store-and-forward computer
networks, flow control, and window flow control in particular. Central to
this document is a literature review citing over 150 references.

Motivations for flow control are discussed. A key motivation is the
interconnection of Local Area Networks (IAN's) of different bit-rates.

Flow control in general is reviewed. Concepts of power and fairness are
explained. Various flow control implementations, both proposed and
implemented, are described.

Window flow control is classified into three schemes, sliding window,
dynamic window, and adaptive window. For each of these classifications,
existing work in performance modeling and analysis is reviewed. Proposed
and existing iInplementations of dynamic and adaptive window flow control
schemes are also reviewed.

Finally, the concluding section discusses research directions in the areas of
modeling and analysis of dynamic and adaptive window flow control
schemes.
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1.0 Introduction

This chapter reviews store-and-forward computer networks and discusses
technology trends motivating the need for flow control.

1.1 Overview of Store-and-Forward Computer Networks

There are two approaches to computer networks, switched and broadcast.
Switched networks are categorized as circuit-switched and store-and
forward.

The communications resources in a network are typically organized in terms
of a subnetwork and attaching devices or local networks. The subnetwork
transfers data between the attaching devices or local networks. The nodes
in the subnetwork are referred to as intermediate, or switching, nodes.
Figure 1 shows a typical computer network.
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Figure 1 A Typical Computer Network



In th~ circuit switching approach, when a session is setup a path is
estabhshed from the transmitting node to the receiving node. The full
bandwidth of this path is dedicated to the sole use of these two nodes while
the session is active. Data passes through, but does not stop at, intermediate
nodes. The present telephone system is an example of circuit switching.

In the store-and-forward approach, the network resources are dynamically
shared between all users. In store-and-forward communications, logical
units of data called messages, packets, or frames are transmitted across the
network. These messages pass through the network from node to node. At
each node, a message is completely received and is then forwarded when
the next link in its path becomes available. The time a message waits for a
link to become available is the queueing delay. The transmit time of a
message is, in queueing theory terms, the service time.

The primary advantage of store-and-forward switching over circuit switching
is better utilization of communications resources. Due to the bursty nature
of computer communications, a dedicated line could be used as little as 1°/0
of the time [BeGa87]. In store-and-forward SWitching, each link is fully
utilized whenever its connecting nodes have any traffic to send. A
disadvantage of store-and-forward SWitching is that if demands on the
network exceed its capacity, network goodput (goodput is defined in the
Glossary) can drop to zero (this problem is described in section 2.2). This is
the problem that is addressed with flow control. See [StaI88] for discussion
and comparisons of circuit switching versus store-and-forward switching.

The exchange of data between attaching devices and between nodes is
governed by communications protocols. One example of a protocol model is
the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model shown in Figure
2. Each of the seven layers in the OSI Reference Model has its own
particular "responsibility" in the reliable exchange of data between two end
points. See [Tane81], [BeGa87], [Schw87], and [Sta188] for further
discussions on communications protocols.
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1.1.1 Message Switching and Packet Switching
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Store-and-forward switching is implemented as either message switching or
packet switching. In message SWitching, entire logical data units, of a
variable length, are transmitted into the network. In packet SWitching,
messages are fragmented into multiple equal length "packets" before being
transmitted onto the network. It is then the responsibility of the receiving
node to reassemble the packets into the original message.

One advantage of packet-switching is that the deterministic packet lengths
(always the same length) can improve the performance of a computer
network. With queueing theory it can be shown that determinism optimizes
and reduces the variance of thruput and delay. A disadvantage of packet
switching is the overhead required to fragment and reassemble messages.

From a modeling and analysis viewpoint, message switching more closely
obeys the Kleinrock independence assumption [Klei76]. This is due to the
variable messages lengths present in the network.

1.1.2 Vutual Circuit and Datagram Service

There are two methods for determining the path of each message in a store
and-forward network. These two methods are, virtual circuit and datagram
service.

In a virtual circuit, a path is setup on session establishment, all messages use
this path. However, the path is not solely dedicated to one session,
transmission capacity is used only as needed. Hence, it is possible to
establish multiple sessions, each a separate virtual circuit, over the same
physical path.

In datagram service, no path is setup on session establishment. Rather,
each message is treated independently. Different messages from the same
session may take different routes depending on the current conditions of
the network. Efficient datagram service depends heavily on effective
routing, discussed in Section 1.1.3.

Error control, frame sequencing. and end-to-end flow control (that the
sender does not overrun the receiver) are easier to implement in virtual
circuit than in datagram service. In contrast, datagram service avoids
session setup time, is able to avoid bottlenecks by routing changes, and is
more reliable in that it can bypass a failed node. This last advantage is a key
factor for military applications.

1.1.3 Routing

The goal of routing is to direct traffic in a network such as to optimally
utilize the network resources [Reis79].



A ~yp~cal ~outing ~trategy is based on shortest path, or least cost, routing. A
cntenon IS establIshed to determine the length, or "cost", of each link in a
net":ork. !h:e link costs can be relatively fixed, as determined by average
traffic statistIcs, or change adaptively as the demand on the network varies.
See [BeGa87], [Stal88J, [Schw87], and [Tane8l] for discussions on routing.

Even with "perfect" routing, flow control is needed when the offered load to
the network exceeds the network capacity.
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1.1.4 Flow Control

For· economic reasons, networks are typically designed to handle nominal
loads and not the more infrequent excessive loads. Control mechanisms
must then be put in place to handle these infrequent excessive loads. These
control mechanisms are called flow control.

Simply stated, the purpose of flow control is to keep excess load out of the
network [GeKl89]. A review of flow control is the subject of Chapter 2.

1.1.5 Historical Overview

Store-and-Forward computer networks have their origins in host computer
timesharing. Robertson [RoWe70] identifies 1969 as the year when the cost
of dynamically allocating communications resources became, for the first
time, cheaper than the cost of the resources being allocated.

The Department of Defense, through its Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPA), funded the development of ARPAnet in the late 1960's and early
1970's. ARPAnet was developed to be a "computer utility". Users anywhere
could connect to any host and use its specialized resources.

Another milestone was the 1974 announcement by IBM of Systems Network
Architecture (SNA). Then in 1978 the International Standards Organization
began work on the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model.
The first revision of the OSI Reference Model was completed in 1980 and
approved in 1983.

The late 1980's finally saw the much awaited "Year of the LAN".
Interconnecting LAN's, often of dissimilar protocols and speeds and
sometimes at geographically distant locations, via gateways, routers, and
bridges is a new area getting much attention, for example [Chae90].

1.2 Technology Trends, Motivations for Flow Control

Historically, the bit rates of communications media was slower than the
speed of the intermediate nodes. Early ARPAnet ~sed 56-kbps
COIIlmunications lines. Flow control was very concerned WIth end-to-end
issues (e.g. a faster host computer overrunning a slower peripheral device).



Today, communications media are significantly faster than the intermediate
nodes. Megabit per second networks are already in existence, gigabit per
second networks are in the experimental stages. Fiber optics has been the
driving force behind this technology revolution. Now the problem shifts
from preventing overflow primarily at the destination to preventing overflow
at the relatively slower intermediate nodes.

Another motivation for "better" flow control is the interconnection of slower
old-technology networks to faster new-technology networks. For example,
interconnecting lO-Mbps Ethernet LAN's to lOO-Mbps Fiber Distributed
Data Interface (FDDI) LAN's. Regardless of the processing speed of the
interconnecting nodes, the speed mismatch will create an inherent
bottleneck.

1.3 Organization of this Paper

Chapter 2 is a review of flow control. Chapter 3 is an extensive literature
review of window flow control. Chapter 4, the final chapter, is a brief
discussion of research directions in the area of window flow control.
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2.0 Review of Flow Control

This ch~pt~r reviews flow control in store-and-forward computer networks.
The objectives of flow control, flow control classifications, measures of
pow~r. and fai~ess ~e discussed. The effects of flow control on adaptive
~outing are ,?nefly discussed. Several proposed and existing flow control
Implementations are reviewed. Finally, the sliding window flow control
algorithm is described.

2.1 Objectives of Flmv Control

The objective of flow control is to prevent traffic which cannot be accepted
by the receiving station at the time, or would unfairly restrict the flow of
other users, from entering the network.

The main functions of flow control are defined by Gerla and Kleinrock
[GeKl89] as:
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2.1.1

1.

2.

3.

4.

Prevention of throughput and response time degradation and
loss of efficiency due to network and user overload

Deadlock avoidance

Fair allocation of resources among competing users

Speed matching between the network and its attached users

Flow Control versus Congestion Control

There are many, sometimes conflicting, classifications of flow control used
in the literature. One dual classification scheme is end-to-end flow control
and network flow control.

End-to-end flow control, also called user flow control, is concerned with
matching source to destination rates. End-to-end flow control limits traffic
based on buffer availability at the destination.

Network flow control, often called congestion control, is concerned with
allocating network resources such that the network can operate at an
acceptable performance level. In other words. the goal of network flow
control is to prevent network congestion. Network flow control must be a
network-wide "law" to be most effective [Jain86].

A classification of flow control levels is given in [GeKl80] and [GeKl89]. This
classification scheme is shown in Figure 3 (see Glossary for definitions of
DeE and DTE).
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DTE DCE Node Node DeE DTE

Figure 3 - Flow Control Levels

The levels are defined as:

• Transport Access Level - prevents congestion at the destination,

• Network Access Level - throttles external inputs based on
internal (network) congestion,

• Entry-to-Exit Level - prevents buffer congestion at the exit
switch,

• Hop Level - prevents local buffer congestion between
intermediate nodes.

From this classification scheme, transport access level is end-to-end flow
control, the remaining three levels are network flow control.

2.1.2 Congestion Control versus Congestion Avoidance

In [Jain87] the classification of congestion avoidance is introduced.
Congestion control is defined, in [Jain87], as schemes that help the network
recover from a congestion state. Congestion avoidance is defined as
schemes that allow a network to operate in the region of low delay and high
thruput. Congestion avoidance prevents a network from entering the
congested state.

In this document, congestion avoidance and congestion control (i.e. network
flow control) are not differentiated. The objectives of the more "advanced"
flow control schemes studied in this paper, namely Adaptive Window Flow
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Con~r?l, are precisely to optimize network performance while also providing
sufftctent control to recover from congestion (e.g. by severely throttling the
sender).

2.2 Performance of Flow Control

Flow control does not come without a "cost". Figure 4 shows the ideal, free
flow, and flow controlled b~havior of a network. In the ideal case, goodput
equals the offe~ed load until the network capacity is reached. At this point,
~oodput remains at the network capacity even if the offered load is
Increased.

~----FreeFlow

~--Flow Controlled
Ideal----t~

Offered Load

Figure 4 Offered Load versus Goodput

In a network without flow control, the goodput will rise to a certain point
and then drop-off to zero as the offered load increases. This phenomenon is
due to increased queueing delays, and/or dropped frames due to full buffers,
causing sending stations to send "retry" frames. This behavior continues
until all that is sent are "retry" frames and goodput drops to zero.

In a "real" network without flow control, goodput would probably not reach
zero. This is due to sessions terminating when their retry limits are
exceeded. Since it is unlikely that all sessions would reach their limits at
exactly the same time, and hence all terminate at once, network goodput
would remain above zero from the surviving sessions. Clearly, having
sessions terminate is not desirable from a user's viewpoint.

In a network with flow control, the asymptotic goodput of the network
should approach the network capacity. It is in this relationship that the
"cost" of flow control is measured.
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2.2.1 The Cost of Flow Control

The cost of a flow control scheme can be measured as the area between the
ideal line and the flow control line in the goodput versus offered load graph
[Klei78]. Hence, in figure 5, scheme #1 has a lower cost than scheme #2.
Note that the free-flow scheme has infinite cost.

A more accurate measure of cost would be the cost area weighted by the
probability of achieving each goodput [Klei78). For example, in Figure 5,
scheme #2 has a lower cost than scheme # 1 if the expected goodput is
never expected to exceed the level "a". If, however, "a" is increased to the
maximum network capacity, scheme # 1 is better.

~-- Scheme # 1

~.....,..----- Scheme #2

Ideal---~

"a" - - -

Offered Load

Figure 5 Offered Load versus Goodput showing Cost

2.3 A Measure of Power in Flow Control

Another way to look at network behavior is to plot thruput versus delay (both
as a function of offered load). This result is shown in Figure 6. Note that in
this case thruput, and not goodput, is being considered. The thruput
approaches the network capacity as the delay increases to infinity due to
queue lengths growing without bound.



Power

Figure 6

Thruput

Thruput versus Delay (as a function of offered load)
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Figure 6 suggests a measure of flow control effectiveness called power (1).

( 1 )

where, y = thruput, D = delay, and ~ is a parameter that may be adjusted to
achieve different trade-offs between thruput and delay.

Power was first proposed in [GHKP78]. The point at which power is
optimized might be considered a good point at which to operate a network.
This point represents the "knee" at which delay increases rapidly while
thruput begins to level off. This point occurs where a line out of the origin
is tangent with the power curve [Klei78] (as shown in Figure 6).

Kleinrock [Klei78] shows that for a network where delays can be
approximated with an MIMI 1 delay function, optimum power occurs at the
point where the thruput is half the maximum and delay is twice the
minimum. This is shown to hold for any thruput function (i.e. any flow
control scheme)! From this result, it is shown that for a series of
independent MIMI 1 queues, each with the same service time, that
maximum power occurs when the number of messages in the system equals
the number of queues.

It is proven in [Jaff81] that it is impossible to develop an algorithm to
maximize network power (by controlling the offered load) given the
constraints of decentralized execution, use of local information, and dynamic



(2 )

execution. It is assumed that the network nodes are modeled as MIMI 1
queues. If the nodes are DIDI 1 it is possible to develop algorithms to
maximize network power (see [Jain89] and section 3.4.2.9).

Network power can be defined as the total network power (total thruput
divided by average delay), sum of virtual circuit powers, or product of virtual
circuit powers. In [BhJa81] several suboptimal algorithms are developed to
(sub)optimize these measures. For the cases of total network power and
sum of virtual circuit powers, it is shown that cases exist where the
algorithms force individual virtual circuit thruputs to zero.

In lSelg84] a definition of "New Power" (NP) is proposed that can be
optimized in a distributed way. NP is defined as,

_ Dmin * [ DminJ~
NP- D 1- D

where D = measured round-trip delay, Dmin= minimum round trip delay,
and ~ is an arbitrary parameter to adjust the optimum operating point. The
definition and properties of NP are independent of the queue type (e.g.
MIMI 1). A decentralized flow control method based on NP is also described
in [Selg84]. This flow control method never increases the rate of a virtual
circuit in response to increased interfering traffic (unlike flow control
schemes based on the classic definition of power). It is perhaps due to the
difficulties of measuring current and minimum round trip delays that this
flow control scheme is of limited practicality.

The difficulty in optimizing network power is one of the motivating factors
behind an alternative criterion - bottleneck flow control [Jaff81]. Bottleneck
flow control, as a fairness criterion, is discussed in section 2.4.1.

2.4 Fairness in Flow Control

One of the functions of flow control is "fairness". There are several
definitions for fairness with possibly different perspectives from the user
and service provider points of view. As a performance measure, fairness
offers criteria than can be optimized.

Three categories of fairness can be defined [GeCh85]. They are:

1. Fair resource utilization

2. Equal performance

3. Balanced interference among users

11



2.4.1 Fair Resource Utilization
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For optimum fair resource utilization the goal is to maximize total network
thruput subject to network capacity being fairly distributed among users. A
fair distribution is defined such that, for a bottleneck:

• All constrained users have the same allocation

• All unconstrained users have their full allocation (less than that
of the constrained users)

A constrained user is one that is flow controlled. This scheme is developed
in [Jaff81] as "bottleneck flow control". Bottleneck flow control assumes a
set of users with unrestricted demands and each user has a fixed path (I.e. a
virtual circuit).

More specifically, a set of input rates, A, is fair if for each link k the
following condition is satisfied,

i=l, ... ,Rk (3 )

where, Rk = number of virtual circuits on link k, Ck = capacity of link k, fk =
flow on link k, and X = a constant parameter. If the links are modeled as
MIMI 1 queues, the average delay in a link (assuming unit packet lengths) is,

(4 )

From which X is (by Little's Law),

(5 )

(6)

where, Ilik = the average number of frames queued for service at link k.
Thus, X establishes a trade-off between delay and thruput. In [Jaff81] an
adaptive distributed algorithm is developed. The algorithm, which controls
the rate of each sender, drives each sender into saturation and maintains
fairness on each link. It is shown that at equilibrium. for N users sharing a
link,

XCk
Ai = 1 +NX

One deficiency with bottleneck flow control is as N gets larger, the
allocation of each user goes to zero. This results in disastrous delays. A
solution is to define an effective minimum capacity for each user. In
general, bottleneck flow control does not take into consideration user delay
constraints.
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In [GeSt81] bottleneck flow control is extended to optimized multi-path
routing. The criteria are, each constrained user must traverse a saturated
cut and saturated cuts must be fully shared. [GeSt81] is reviewed in section
3.4.2.4 with regards to experimental results for a fair adaptive window flow
control scheme.

Bottleneck flow control satisfies the "max-min" criteria [BeGa87]. In max
min flow control, the allocation of user i is maximized subject to the
constraint that any increases in i's allocation does not cause a decrease in
any user with a smaller allocation than user i. A fairness measure for the
max-min criteria is given in section 2.4.4. Unlike bottleneck flow control,
max-min flow control does not assume unrestricted demands from each
user.

Figure 7 shows how fair resource utilization can result in less than optimum
network thruput. As shown, each node has fair allocation of 1/2 units/sec
achieving a total thruput of 2 units/sec. However, a maximum thruput of 3
units/sec is possible if user 4 is shut-off (i.e. maximum unfairness to user 4).

User 4

1/2 1/2

Capacity = 1

User 1 User 2 User 3

User 1, 2, 3 = 1 hop
User 4 =3 hops

Figure 7 Fairness versus Maxbnwn Thruput

2.4.2 Equal Performance

A user's perspective of fairness is that all users should get equal service
(either equal thruput or delay). For this perspective, for equal service
measured by delay, a measure of fairness is [WoSF82],



( 7)
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where, D = overall mean delay, Dr = delay of class r. 'Y = overall total thruput,
and 'YR = thruput of class r (for R classes total). F is basically the squared
coefficient of variation of the individual class delays. Ideal fairness is
achieved when F = o. A similar expression to (7) can be derived for equal
service measured by thruput.

In [WoSF82] a method of channel scheduling is proposed to improve fairness
based on this measures.

2.4.3 Balanced Interference Among Users

(10)

The inspiration behind this measure of fairness is, "since the traffic of a
given user disturbs the network, in the sense that it causes delay and
throughput degradation in several other users, it is just fair that this
annoyance should be proportional to the discomfort the network causes to
this user" [WoDe89].

A penalty suffered by user i is defmed,

Aid A
Py(i) = \.~ i (8)

where, Aif = ideal thruput of user I, and Ai = actual thruput of user i.
Congestion caused by user i is defined,

where, Dj = average delay of virtual circuit j, Dj
i

= average delay of virtual

circuit j if user i were removed, and, 'Y = sum of all thruputs with user i
removed. Then, the fairness condition is,

Py(i)
Cg(i) =K

where K is a constant. Note that users not interfering with other users have
a smail penalty, while users involved in a bottleneck have a higher. penalty.
Hence, users not interfering with others can send as much as they like.



A flow control algorithm is presented in [WoDe89) to optimize the fairness
condition (10) in a network. The algorithm requires global information
(thruputs and delays of all virtual circuits in a network) for its operation thus
limiting its practical value.
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2.4.4 A General Fairness Index

A general measure of equality of resource allocation is developed in [Jain84].
A fairness index, f(x) , is,

( 1 1)

where, Xi = the allocation for user i of n users total. f(x) is bounded from
1In (totally unfair) to 1 (totally fair) and is continuous (any change in x is
reflected in f(x)). Noting that as n ~ 00. lin ~ 0 for a totally unfair
allocation.

It is shown that f(x) is related to the coefficient of variance, COV, by,

1
f(x) = 1 + COV ( 12)

The choice of the metric for x depends on the application. Using thruput as
the metric, f(x) can be a fairness criterion for bottleneck flow control or
max-min flow control. Metrics other than thruput can be chosen for x (e.g.
delay or power).

2.5 Effects of Flow Control on Adaptive Routing

A detailed review of adaptive routing is beyond the scope of this document.
However, significant results in the area of flow control combined with
adaptive routing are of interest.

In [RuMu80) it is shown that adaptive routing, compared to fixed path
routing, may worsen performance in networks with end-to-end flow control.
A simulation model is used to study fixed path and three different adaptive
routing schemes in a ten node network. Frame arrivals are Poisson and
frame lengths are uniformly distributed.

The simulation results show that at heavy network loads with adaptive
routing and flow control, the mean delays are higher than with fixed path
routing and flow control. This is opposite of the case of high network loads



and .adaptive routing with no flow control. Thruput is higher with adaptive
routing and flow control compared to fixed path routing and flow control,
however the number of out-of-sequence frames is large (approximately
150/0). Results showing goodput (as opposed to simple thruput) are not
developed.

[ChPB79] presents another simulation study comparing adaptive to fixed
path routing. The effects of non-flow control versus flow control are not
explicitly compared. However, all simulations are run with flow control.
Results show that fixed path routing is better than adaptive routing except
for cases of unpredictable surge traffic or if the network cannot be
configured for fixed routing due to unknown traffic requirements.

The interactions between flow control and routing are strong. It is
misleading to evaluate the performance of a routing scheme independently
of flow control.

2.6 Flow Control Implementations

This section briefly reviews non-window flow control schemes.
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2.6.1 Buffer Limiting and Preallocation Schemes

Various schemes have been proposed and implemented that reserve, or
limit. a certain number of buffers in intermediate nodes. For example, each
virtual circuit can reserve a certain number of buffers. Schemes that limit
the number of buffers by traffic class or virtual circuit can prevent a heavy
user from effectively blocking other users. Traffic classes can be
determined by user priority or by the number of hops covered. The more
hops a frame has traveled implies a greater "investment" by the network (in
this frame). Hence, higher priority is given to "more traveled" frames.

There are several problems with limiting and/or preallocating buffers. One
problem is that if congestion occurs, the offered load is not actively reduced
(instead, excess frames are discarded). Another problem is one of
inefficient, or unfair, use of resources. Reserved buffers for one class, even if
not used, cannot be used by another class.

Buffer limiting and preallocation schemes can be used in conjunction with
other flow control schemes. For example, ARPAnet uses buffer limiting with
window flow control.

2.6.2 lsarithmic Method of Congestion Control

The Isartthrnic method [Davi72] controls the total number of frames in a
network. Circulating throughout the network, either randomly or with som.e
preallocation scheme, are "permits". A sta,?on must first. cayture .a permit
before sending a frame. At the desttnatton, the permit IS again freed.
Hence, the total number of frames in the network is held constant.



The isarithmic method has several drawbacks. How should the permits be
distributed so that nodes wishing to transmit can find one without excessive
delay? Also, the Isarithmtc method does not prevent individual nodes in the
network from being overloaded, it only prevents the network as a whole
from being overloaded. Another problem is detecting destroyed or "extra'
permits.
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2.6.3 Choke Packet Schemes

In choke packet schemes, congested nodes (destination or intermediate
nodes) send special control packets back to the transmitting node. These
control packets inform the sending node to reduce, or stop, its
transmissions. "Go-ahead" packets can then be sent once congestion has
abated.

An advantage of choke packet schemes is that they allow for selective flow
control. Disadvantages with choke packet schemes are:

1. The need for explicit detection and reporting of congestion

2. The need for a specially defined control packet protocol at all
nodes

3. The addition of traffic (i.e. choke packets) to an already
congested network

The CYCLADES network used a choke packet scheme. TCP/IP uses a
"Source/Quench" choke packet scheme for flow control between routers.

2.6.4 Back Pressure Schemes

In back pressure schemes, a node which is out of buffers stops accepting
traffic from the upstream node. The queue then starts butlding up at the
upstream node, and the "pressure" finally reaches the sender. When
congestion abates, the nodes become unblocked.

Back pressure schemes are implemented on virtual circuits. Back pressure
schemes can be implemented using choke packets or by downstream
stations withholding credits from upstream stations (e.g. hop-level window
flow control).

2.6.5 Rate Control Schemes

Recent work in flow control has focused on various rate control schemes
[XTP89] [BeGa87]. Rate control is a timer based scheme that allows W
frames to be transmitted every W/r seconds. This results in an effective rate
of r frames per second. The rate control scheme just described is also
referred to as "time window flow control".
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One problem with rate control is that correct values for Wand r are difficult
to determine. Rate control can be combined with window flow control. In
such a scheme, both the rate and volume (volume corresponds to window
size) of transmitted frames is controlled [XTPB9].

2.7 Window Flow Control

2.7.1 The Sliding Window Flow Control (SWFC) Algorithm

The purpose of SWFC is to allow only a certain number, the window size, W,
of frames and acknowledgments to be in transit between a sender and a
receiver at any time. Informally, SWFC can be described as follows. Each
station possesses W permits or tokens. A permit must be available for a
frame to be sent. Each frame captures a permit and "rides" it to the
destination. The destination then returns the permit to the sender via an
acknowledgment.

The description, below, of the SWFC algorithm is taken from [CeKa74].
Each fraIlle sent has a Sequence Number, SN. Each acknowledgment has a
Request Number, RN, acknowledging frames up to sequence number RN - 1.
Assume a frame sequence space of 0 to n-l and a window size of W.
Obviously, W is less than n. Define L to be the left edge of the current
window. See Figure B.

IL+W-l IG:=EJ~ ---I-_---a..._-,"",----...I

Window ----~

Frame Sequence Number Space

Figure 8 SWFC Frame Sequence Space and Window

Two concurrently running processes (e.g. as defined in a session) are
defined,

Sender Process:

1. The sender transmits frames from the sequence number range L
through (L + W - 1).



2. On timeout (duration unspecified), the sender retransmits
unacknowledged frames.

3. On receipt of an acknowledgment for frames from the window's
left edge, the window is advanced by the number of
acknowledged frames.

Receiver Process:

1. Arriving frames coinciding with the receivers left window edge
are acknowledged with the appropriate RN value. The window
is advanced for every acknowledgment sent.

2. Frames arriving with sequence numbers to the left of the left
window edge are discarded and the current left window edge
sequence number is sent as RN.

3. Frames arriving with sequence number within the window, but
not coinciding with the left window edge (i.e. out of sequence)
are not acknowledged.

This defines the basic SWFC algorithm. Typical variations to the above
description of the SWFC algorithm include:

1. Sequence numbers are cyclic in modulo m where m > W. a proof
of correctness of this variation is in [BeGa87].

2. Acknowledgments can be sent for every frame, or for a specified
number of frames (e.g. an acknowledgment is sent for every two
frames received).

3. Acknowledgments can be sent piggybacked on receiver-to
sender data frames, if possible, or be sent via separate
acknowledgment frames.

4. On receiver detection of an out-of-sequence frame, a negative
acknowledgment (or a REJ frame) is immediately sent to the
sender.

5. The acknowledgment can contain not only the RN value, but also
a permit value that corresponds to the number of remaining
"permits" in the window. Hence, window size can be increased
and decreased by the receiver.

6. Instead of measuring the window size in frames, bytes of data
sent and received can be used.

7. The receiving station can withhold acknowledgments to slow
down the sending station.

19



2.7.2 SWFC Implementations

20

SWFC is the most common flow control scheme in existing communications
protocols. SWFC is simple to implement and, as will be shown in section
2.7.3: doe~ not cause a performance penalty when flow control is not needed
(e.g. In a Iighfly loaded network).

The following protocols use SWFC. Listed with each protocol are the
variations, from the previous section, that apply.

2.7.3

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

HDLC - 1, 2,3, and 4

IEEE802.2 LLC - 1, 2, 3, and 4

LAPB - 1, 2, 3, and 4

X.25 - 1, 2, 3, and 4

TCPjIP - 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

XTP - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. XTP also uses a rate control scheme
for additional flow control [XTP89].

SNA Virtual Route Pacing - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (control bits to increase/
decrease the window size), and 7. Strictly speaking not a SWFC
scheme, but a "swapping window" scheme. See section 3.2.1.4.

"Natural" Flow Control Effects of SWFC

The "natural" flow control effects of SWFC can be seen via a simple analysis
[StaI88]. Define D to be the the network transit delay from station A to B.
Define the acknowledgment transit time from B to A to be O. Normalize the
transmit and receive time of a frame to 1. There are then two cases to
consider for window size, W,

Case #1: W > D + 1 The acknowledgment for frame # 1 reaches station A
before station A has exhausted its window. Thus, station A can
transmit continuously and at its maximum rate.

Case #2: W < D + 1 Station A exhausts its window at time Wand cannot
send additional frames until time D + 1 (time of receive of first
acknowledgment) .

From the above analysis, when network utilization is low (i.e. small queue
lengths = small D), no flow control is in effect and there is no overhead to
slow down station A. However, when the network becomes more utilized
(i.e. larger queue lengths resulting in D > W), station A is slowed down (i.e.
flow controlled). Clearly, W must be "tuned" for the D of a particular



network at low and high loads. The subject of selecting optimal window size
values is the subject of discussion in subsequent chapters.

Adding slightly to the above analysis, it can be seen that SWFC, by it self, is
not enough for network flow control. Consider a network with M stations,
each with a window size of W. If M * W is greater than the number of buffers
in the network, then a peak demand of all stations transmitting W frames
will congest the network.

From Little's Law, the following expression [BeGa87] is derived for delay, D,
in a network,
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(13)

where, ~i = factor between 0 and 1 corresponding to the return delay for
the acknowledgment frames, Wi = the window size of session i, and A = the
total network thruput. As the network capacity is reached, delay becomes
directly proportional to n, the number of sessions. Thus, with a large
number of sessions, SWFC may not be able to keep delay at an acceptable
level. Using a smaller window size will help durtng high loads. However,
too small a window size will adversely affect performance at low load
situation (i.e. if case #2, above, is satisfied for low load).

2.7.4 Adaptive Adjustment of Windovv Size

From the above discussion, what is needed is a means of adaptively adjusting
window sizes. When the network is not congested, large window sizes are
appropriate. When the network is congested, window sizes should be
reduced.

One scheme in use is Dynamic Window Flow Control (DWFC) where the
window size is reduced to 1 on the transmitting station detecting frame
loss. DWFC is discussed further in section 3.3.

Finally, a more intelligent Adaptive Window Flow Control (AWFC) is possible
if feedback from the network is made available to sending stations. This
feedback controls the "intelligent" increase or decrease of window sizes in
order to achieve optimum network performance. AWFC is discussed further
in section 3.4.

2.7.5 Fairness and SWFC

If different window sizes are used in a network, the sessions with larger
window sizes can obtain a proportionally larger throughput. In [HaGa86] a
solution to this unfairness problem is presented. In a link-by-link (hop-by
hop) window flow controlled virtual circuit, each link offers its transmission



"slots" to its sessions in a round-robin fashion. A session that has no frame
queued is passed over, and its slot is given to the next session. It is shown
that this solution satisfies the max-min throughput fairness criteria.

It is also possible, and indeed desirable, to include fairness criteria in AWFC
schemes. Thus, window sizes are controlled to satisfy fairness criteria.
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2.7.6 Window Flo-w Control Classifications

At this point, the nomenclature used in this document to classify the various
window flow control schemes is defined. In the literature, the definitions of
DWFC and AWFC overlap considerably.

"Window Flow Control" is the broadest term encompassing Sliding Window
Flow Control (SWFC) , Adaptive Window Flow Control (AWFC) , and Dynamic
Window Flow Control (DWFC). SWFC is window flow control with fixed size
windows. AWFC is window flow control with window sizes that vary
according to network conditions. Finally, DWFC is a subset of AWFC defined
as schemes where window size is reduced to a predetermined minimum,
typically 1, on implicit detection of frame loss.

In general, DWFC is characterized by implicit feedback (e.g. sending station
detects a lost frame via a timeout). AWFC is characterized by explicit
feedback from the network (e.g. congestion indicator bits included in
acknowledgment frames).



3.0 Review of Existing Work in Window Flow Control

This chapter is a literature review of existing work in window flow control.
Section 3.1 contains a historical overview of SWFC, DWFC, and AWFC.
Section 3.2 discusses the modeling and analysis of SWFC. Historically
significant and recent works are emphasized. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 discuss
modeling and analysis of DWFC and AWFC. Finally, section 3.5 briefly
discusses optimization studies in window flow control.

3.1 History ofWindo~Flow Control

Window flow control, in the form of SWFC, was first implemented in
ARPAnet [FrKK72] and CYCLADES [Pouz82] in 1972. However, it was not
referred to as "window" flow control at that early date in any published
literature.

What may be the first published use of the term "window" appeared in 1974
[CeKa74]. This paper is a description of the second generation ARPAnet
host-to-host protocol, Transmission Control Program (TCP).

The first published model and performance analysis of SWFC appeared in
1975 [PeSc75]. Penotti and Schwartz's analysis is discussed at length in
section 3.2.1.1. The term "window" is not used anywhere in this paper!

The first published formal verification of SWFC appeared in 1976 [Sten76].
Stenning verifies, by a method of assertions, that if the protocol progresses,
it will progress correctly. Stenning also shows that cyclic sequence
numbers can be used without ambiguity.

DWFC was publicly proposed and analyzed, via simulation only, in [BuGr85],
see section 3.2.2.1.

An early proposal for AWFC appeared in 1979 in [Reis79a] and [Deat79], see
section 3.4.2.2.

3.2 Sliding Windo", Flow Control (SWFC)

3.2.1 Modeling and Analysis

In this section 20 published and unpublished papers on modeling and
performance analysis of SWFC are reviewed. Chronological order is
approximately maintained with works by the same authorts), or related
approaches, being reviewed in sequence.

Notation is (as best possible) kept consistent across these reviews. Note
that between papers, even by the same author, notation can vary
considerably.

23



3.2.1.1 Review of [peSc75]

24

In [PeSc75] SWFC, with window size W, is modeled on a virtual circuit
where arriving frames are lost if there are already W frames in the virtual
circuit. This is called the "loss model". Also modeled are external frames
entering and leaving each queue in the virtual circuit. Assumptions made
include, link and external arrivals are independent Poisson processes and
frame lengths are exponentially distributed. Transmit time for
acknowledgments is assumed to be zero. Figure 9 shows the first stage of
the queueing model.

Less than W frames
in virtual circuit?

Source
(lambda)

Jll

Lost Al

Figure 9 First Stage of Queueing Model

••••

For this model, the equivalent closed queueing network is shown in Figure
10. The loss model assumption makes this closed queueing network model
possible. Queue M + 1 represents the arrival process ': Blocking, or l?ss, of
arriving frames is modeled by queue M + I empty (i.e. W frames In the
virtual circuit).

Source

JlI

•••

JlM+l = A

Destination

Figure 10 Equivalent Closed Queueing Network



The closed queueing network model is solvable as a BCMP type (see
[BCMP75] for BCMP) network. The analysis considers both end-to-end and
local control.

For end-to-end control, a complicated analysis by solvtng balance equations
results in,
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_ _ M (n, + mil! ~)nl ~)mi
Plfi, m) = PlOt 0) II n ! m ! - -

i= 1 i i Jli Jli
( 14)

where Plii, ill) represents the probability of a particular network state, n, is
the number of link customers in queue i, and m, is the number of external
customers in queue i. Since this is a BCMP network, (14) is simply,

_ _ 1 M (n, + mil! ~)nl ~)mi ( Ai)P(n m) - - - 1 --
- G(N. M)}] nit mit Ili Ili Ili

where G(N,M) is the normalizing constant.

(15)

From Pfn, fn), E(ni) and Elmj) can easily be solved. For the case of m = 0,

_ 1 M~)P(ii) = G(N M) II -
, i=l Jli

Note that (14) summed over all m Is,

_ 1 M ( Ao )
P(n) = G(N M) II -A.

' i=1 Jli i

(16)

(16a)

From (15) and (16) it is seen that the effect of external frames on link
frames is equivalent to reducing each service rate by the corresponding
external arrival rate. This is called the "method of adjusted rates".

The probability of blocking external frames is shown to be,

P
_ 1 _ G(N-l,M)

B - G(N,M) (1 7)

For local control, blocking probabilities of the virtual circuit queues are
solved. Each queue is treated as a single MIMI 1IB queue. Blocking
probabilities are solved by starting at the last queue in the virtual circuit and
solving for,

( 18)
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where. A is the thruput and 1..0 is the link arrival rate. Iteratively. an
approximate solution can be found for all link frames.

Finally, a loading factor is developed as,

( 19)

which can now be solved. This loading factor is the fractional increase in
queueing time seen by external frames due to the presence of link frames
averaged over all external frames.

3.2.1.2 Review of [ChGv77]

This concise paper extends [PeSc75) for the case of random routing, as
opposed to a single virtual circuit. A closed queueing network model, again
due to the loss model assumption, is used. The only difference is that
between the source and destination points is an arbitrary multiple branch
queueing network with branching probabilities. This network is solved as a
BeMP type queueing network.

3.2.1.3 Review of [SchwSl] and [Schw87]

In [Schw81) and [Schw87) the model of [PeSc75] is "specialized" to have
identical service rates, 11, for each of M queues in a virtual circuit. This
specialization yields very "pretty" results.

A Norton equtvalent for the virtual circuit is found to be,

(20)nJ.!
uln) = (n + (M - 1))

where, n is the number of frames in the virtual circuit. Equation (20) is
easily derived from the classic "n balls falling into M boxes" probability
distribution problem. The Norton equivalent thruput is simply,

uln) = J.! * Prob[a queue is nonempty)

The fundamental birth-death [Klei75) equations are,

(21 )

p(n) = p(O) (22)

subject to,



w
LPn = 1

n=O

Applying (22) to (20) results in,

and,

Solving for the thruput, y,

w

Y = L Jl(n) p(n)
n=1

and delay, D, is,

1 w
D =- L np(n)

y 1=1

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)
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Optimum window size is analyzed in terms of optimizing power. For A = Jl.,
W =M and for A = Infinity. W = M - 1 for optimum power.

In [Schw81], several state dependent controls on the arrival rate are
explored.

3.2.1.4 Review of [Sch~2]

In [Schw82] SNA Virtual Route Pacing is modeled and analyzed via the loss
model and Norton equivalent approach. The usual Poisson and
independence assumptions are made. SNA Virtual Route Pacing is a
"swapping window" algorithm. The first frame in a window of size k
requests permission for another window also of size k. When the
acknowledgment returns for this request the second window is generated.
Hence, the effective window size is (2 * k - 1). Figure 11 shows the closed
queueing network model. In this model, when the k-box fills-up with k
permits, the k permits are released (as a bulk arrival process) to the Pacing
Count (PC) queue.
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J..lM+l =A

PC Count
k-box

Figure 11 SNA Virtual Route Pacing Closed Queueing Network Model

The ability of SNA's Virtual Route Pacing to temporarily withhold window
permissions and change the size of the window (depending on queue
congestion) is not modeled. See sections 3.4.1.1 and 3.4.2.1 and Appendix
B

The virtual circuit is modeled as a Norton equivalent ignoring the fact that
the queueing model is not amenable to product-form solution (i.e. not of
BeMP type) due to the bulk arrival process of the k-box. A two dimensional
state space of PC Count and k-box states is defined as (i.j). Noting that n =
2*k - 1 - (i + j), the performance measures can be found by solving the state
space. At this point, the cases of A = J..l and A = infinity are considered and
found to reduce the state space to a trivial solution (assuming that all queues
in the virtual circuit have the same service rate, u),

Comparisons are made between the swapping window algorithm and SWFC.
The swapping window algorithm is found to perform within 40/0 of SWFC.
Finally, simulation is used to verify both the independence assumption and
Norton equivalent approach. In the simulation, constant frame sizes are
maintained through the virtual circuit. For M = 3, the results are shown to
hold Ii.e. independence assumption and Norton equivalent are satisfactory).

3.2.1.5 Review of [HsKr83]

In this practical paper, a very similar analysis to [Schw82] is done for the
case of SWFC with an acknowledgment "group" of V. In other words, for V =
1 to W, acknowledgments are sent for every V frames. An "ACK/credit" bulk
arrival process similar to the k-box in [Schw82] is used.

Performance comparisons are made for V varying from 1 (the SWFC case) to
W. V = W obviously results in the poorest performance. Cases where V is
"moderate" in size yield performance close to V = 1. V greater than 1 is
desired to reduce acknowledgment overhead.



3.2.1.6 Review of [Reis79]
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In [Reis79] multiple virtual circuits, each flow controlled by SWFC, on a
single link are modeled. This is a closed multi-chain queueing network with
the loss model assumption. Each chain corresponds to a virtual circuit (all
on the same link).

Assumptions include Poisson arrivals and the independence assumption.
One restriction, required to maintain product-form, is that all chains visiting
a queue must have the same exponential service times at that queue (i.e.
same mean frame lengths).

The closed multi-chain queueing network can be solved using Mean Value
Analysis (MVA) (see [ReLa80] for MVA), however the computational
complexity is on the order of the product of all chain populations.

Two heuristics are developed to allow significantly faster solution and
relaxation of the mean frame length restriction. These heuristics are used
to modify the MVA algorithm to solve for mean buffer occupancy, link
utilization, thruput, and delay.

Numerical validation of the heuristics is described. It is pointed out that, "...
empirical validation of approximation methods based on heuristics is a
difficult and often unsatisfactory process."

Finally, extensions to this model are made to study effects of
acknowledgment return on the overall performance. Acknowledgment
return with and without priority is studied.

3.2.1.7 Review of [ReisSl]

In [Reis79] it is pointed out that the loss model analysis of SWFC cannot be
used to determine end-to-end delays for the case where frames are queued
in a sending queue when the window is depeleted. A "wait model" is
developed in [Reis81] to determine end-to-end delay (admission delay plus
transit delay) on virtual circuits using SWFC. This method is based on
decomposition (see [ChHW75] for decomposition) techniques used in
[AvHe73] for computer performance modeling. Figure 12 shows the
queueing model.
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Figure 12 Queueing Model for Adlnlssion Delay Model

In the queueing model, the arrival process consists of N terminals of rate Ao
each. Then, A is A.o * N. Each terminal has a buffer length of one. Hence, a
maximum of W + N frames can be in the system at one time.
Acknowledgments return instantly. The decision box in Figure 12 lets a
frame enter from the external queue when there is a token in the token
queue. A token represents a window "permit". There are always W tokens
in the inner system.

The queueing model with external window queue is reduced to a state
dependent flow-equivalent server using standard decomposition techniques.
Equation (28) shows the service rates where y(i) is the thruput of the closed
queueing network part (i.e. inner system) of Figure 12 with i frames.

{
Y(i ) i =1, ... , W

Jl(i) = .
y(w) 1 = W +1, ... , W + N

From the birth-death equations (see [Klei75]) p(O) and p(n) can be solved,

where,

[

W+N tI ]-1A(i)
p(O) = 1 + j~ 1=1 Jl(i)

p(n) = p(O)U(~~~U

AU) = {~ + W -i)Ao : : ~ ~. ~ ..~ . , W + N

(29)

(30)

(31 )
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The mean number of frames in transit, Nr, and mean number of frames in

the window queue, Nw , are,
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VV VV+N

Nt =I i p(i) + W I p (i)
i= 1 i=VV+l

VV+N

Nw = I (i - W) plt)
i=VV+ 1

(32)

(33)

In [ReisS 1] equation (32) is defined incorrectly, the second term is missing.
The thruput is,

( - J- Nw
y = Ao(N - Nw ) = A 1 - N

And, the admission delay is,

-
- Nw
Dw=y

Virtual circuit power is defined as,

p=?s=~= _ 12_
N (Nt + Nw )

(34)

(35)

(36)

For a virtual circuit with M = 3, each link with identical service rate ( Jl, =
1.0), P is calculated for W = 1 to 10 over A = 0.0 to 1.0. A function of Po =
max{P(A)} is defined as the maximum power for each W. Po versus W is then
plotted, the optimum W is defined as the knee of this curve. It is found that
optimum power occurs at W = 2 * M at A = 0.5. This contrasts with W = M
or M - 1 for the loss model analysis (see section 3.2.1.3).

3.2.1.8 Review of [KIKe80]

In [KlKe80] SWFC is modeled with a simplified subnetwork. Each direction
of the subnetwork is modeled as an MIMI 1 queue. Hence, the round-trip
delay is an Erlang-2 distribution. Other assumptions are, Poisson frame
arrivals, exponential frame lengths, and independence assumption for the
subnetwork. Figure 13 shows the model.
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Figure 13 Structure of the Network

In this model, the Traffic Controller (TC) is responsible for keeping the
number of unacknowledged frames below the window size. The TC is also
responsible for retransmissions due to time-out, r. The Destination Node,
DN, is responsible for removing duplicate frames (e.g. from retransmissions)
and acts as a fmite buffer for the receiver.

It is assumed that the sender always has frames to send. Thts is a loss
model in that admission delays are not determined. Only the delay and
thruput of the network, within the boundaries shown in Figure 13, are
computed.

Expressions are derived for maximum effective thruput, y, and the loss
probability, PI, (due to full buffers at the M/M/1/B Destination Node). The
expressions are solved iteratively. From y and PI the input rate and network
delay are found.

Performance curves are shown for different Wand 't values. It is shown that
for a given W, a value of 't exists to optimize the network thruput. In section
3.4.2.3 this model is extended to AWFC where W values are selected
according to network conditions.

3.2.1.9 Review of [VaCN83]

This paper identifies, and corrects, a weakness in the decomposition
assumptions in [Reis81]. A similar queueing model as in [Reis81] is used
(Figure 12). Background flows are eliminated via the method of adjusted
rates.

It is noted that if the mean number of cycles in the inner system is large,
then the time spent inside is approximately exponentially distributed.
However, for the case of the window queue non-empty, a new frame enters
immediately for every departing frame with the result that the number of
cycles per frame, in the inner system, is one. It is observed that in this case
the interdeparture process is not exponentially distributed. For
decomposition to hold, both the inner and outer systems must be birth-



death processes (t.e. exponentially distributed). It is this weakness that is
corrected.

For the case of i s W, the analysis is the same as in [Reis81]. For i > W the
departure process at the Nth queue is modeled as follows. Let An be the
event that a frame departing queue N leaves behind at least one frame in
queue n and none in queues n + 1 to N. Then (using Laplace transforms),
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E [e; ct] =ft gj.
n j=n S + JlJ

(37)

-
where d is the time between departures at queue N. Summing over all N
queues,

N N

E [e-s ct] =G(s) =L II J.!j.
i= 1 j= 1 S + ~J

(38)

Equation (38) represents a Coxian distribution. The composite system
(exponential for i ~ W, Coxian for i > W) is solved approximately using
Marie's method. Marie's Method [Mari79] approximates a general network
by analyzing each queue in isolation fed by a state-dependent Markov
process (i.e. approximating a general queue as a state dependent exponential
queue). From Marie's Method, the service times, uu), are derived.

From this point, solving for the average window queue size, average number
of frames inside the system, and average waiting time in window queue (the
admission delay) is as in [Reis81]. Note that in [VaCH83] equations (33) and
(36) are defined incorrectly. The incorrect definition of (33) results in
incorrect numerical answers (but, the conclusions still hold). It is
concluded that the new model gives better estimates of the mean length of
the window queue than a pure decomposition analysis (as in [Reis81]).

3.2.1.10 Review of [Dall89]

This unpublished paper develops a method of approximate analysis of
general Open Queueing Networks with Restricted Capacity (OQN-RC). When
applied to SWFC, this paper extends the methods of [Reis81] to allow queues
with general service time distributions.

The first step in the analysis is to logically transform an OQN-RC to an
equivalent closed queueing network. The closed queueing network is shown
in Figure 14.
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OQN-RC Equivalent Closed Queueing Network
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Queue 0 models the arrival process and the external queue. Queue 0 is
known as the synchronization station since it "synchronizes" the arriving
external frames with the internal tokens. Note that the tokens, or
acknowledgment frames, retum with zero transit time.

An iterative algorithm (described below) is developed where each queue is
analyzed in isolation using Marie's Method. A pseudo-service time, Si(n), for
queue i in state n is found (from local balance),

1 [ Pi(n) J
Si(n) = Ai(n - 1) Pi(n - 1)

And, from general product form solution,

n = 1, ... , W (39)

[
Gi(M - n - I)J

Ai(n) = Vi Gi(M _ n) n = 0, · · · , W - 1 (40)

where, Gi(k) is the normalizing constant for queue i with population k and
Vi is the visit ratio for queue i.

From an analysis of the two-dimensional state space (number of tokens in
queues 1 through M, number of frames in the external queue) it is found
that,

So(no) =

1
AO(O)

no = 1

no =2, ... , W

(41 )

where no is the number of tokens in queue O. When no > I, the service rate
of queue 0 is simply the external arrival rate. When no = I, the service time
is less than the delay for an arrival to occur, this models arrivals already
queued in the external queue that immediately enter the inner system.

The iterative algorithm to solve the closed queueing network is:

1. Calculate Ai(n) defined by (40).



2. Calculate So(l) using (41) and derive Si(n) for i = 1, ... , M and
n = 1, ... , W using (39).

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until the convergence of the pseudo
service times.

Having found the pseudo-service times and queue length distributions,
solving for performance parameters is straight forward. For the case of
exponential networks, this technique is equivalent to the decomposition
technique [Reis81]. For general networks, this technique will give better
results, and with less computational complexity, than the aggregation
technique.

3.2.1.11 Review of [peDP89]

[PeDP89] extends [DaI189] to open queueing networks with class-dependent
population constraints. The queueing network analyzed must be of BCMP
type. For SWFC, each class represents one virtual circuit with its own
window size.

For R classes, the open queueing network is logically transformed into a
closed queueing network with M queues and R "synchronization stations".
Similar to [DalI89], Marie's Method is used iteratively until convergence of
the service rates of the synchronization queues. Performance parameters
are solved as in [Dall89].

Additional extensions to the base method include:

1. Non-zero delay of "token" feedback (i.e. non-zero
acknowledgment delay)

2. State dependent external arrival process is dependent on the
total number of class r frames in the system or in the external
queue

3. Incorporation of open classes (i.e. classes with no population
constraints)

4. Allow classes to share population constraints

5. Incorporation of non-BCMP stations in the queueing network

3.2.1.12 Review of [FdPW90]

In [FdPW90] multilayered SWFC is modeled and analyzed. This corresponds
to a virtual circuit having SWFC implemented in more than one protocol
layer (as is typical in protocol implementations of the OS1 Reference Model).
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Assumptions include, Poisson arrivals, exponentially distributed frame
lengths, and BCMP type queues in the virtual circuit "network".

Figure 15 shows a level n semaphore controlled queueing network. 5N1
through SN4 are BCMP networks, 51 and S2 are semaphore controlled
subnetworks as shown in Figure 16. The semaphore queue is similar to the
"synchronization server" discussed in section 3.2.1.10.
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Figure 15 A Level n SeDUlphore Controlled Queueing Network
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Figure 16 A Level (n - 1) SeDUlphore Subnetwork

The semaphore queue is solved ,:sin,g decomposition techniques (similar to
[Reis81] in section 3.2.1.7) resulting In,

plt.O) = p(O, 0) pi
. xU)

p(O,]) = p(O, 0) A,J

where,



nU) =

j= 1

IIy(C-k) j > °
k=O (43)
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1 J=o

and, i is the number of customers in queue I[S). j is the number of tokens in
e(S), y(C-k) is the interarrival rate to queue e(8) where C is the capacity
(window size), and k is the number of outstanding tokens (frames in the
network). The normalizing constant, p(O,O) is,

[

C ]-11 nU)
p(O, 0) = ~+L '\J

P j=1 ~
(44)

The mean times to traverse network Q 1 and Q 1 + Q2 as a function of the
number of customers, k, can be solved using MVA and are denoted R" and
R..... From this, the mean response time between points A and B of Figure 16
conditioned upon finding c customers in queue f(8) and in Ql is
approximately,

{

R "n-l(C)

R n - l (C) = ., 1
R n-l(Cn-l) + ( ) (c - Cn-l)

Yn-l Cn-l

c 5- Cn-l

c > cn-1
(45)

where Cn-1 is the window size of level n - 1. At this point, 81 in Figure 15
can be replaced by a flow equivalent server (Norton equivalent) with state
dependent service time from (45). 82 can be replaced by a flow equivalent
server in a similar manner. This process is repeated for all n layers.

For the final layer, layer n, the mean number of customers in queue fn(S) is,

00

Lrn(s) = L i p(i)
1=1

(46)

where p(i) is the marginal probability distribution for queue f(S). The mean
number of customers in Q 1 is,

Cn
~ R"n(h)

LgI,n = £.J RO (h) q(cn - h)
n=1 n

(47)

where q(.) is the marginal probability distribution for queue e(S) and h is the
number of customers in Q.



Thus, the mean response time between U and V in figure 15 is (from Little's
Law),
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(48)

Concluding this p~~e: is a model of X.25 with SWFC in layers 2 and 3 and
frame loss probabtlities (recovery is modeled as selective retransmit). The
parameters used for this model are from a "real" network.

3.2.1.13 Other Published Papers

This subsection briefly reviews other, possibly less significant, published and
unpublished papers in the area of modeling and analysis of SWFC.

[ArCS83] models a single link with frames always available for transmit.
Upper bound and lower bound thruput is analyzed with the transmitter,
receiver, and number of buffers as the bottlenecks.

[ThBa84] extends the result of [Reis8l] to networks consisting of multiple
interfering virtual circuits. An iterative approach is used to solve a multi
chain queueing network by solving each chain individually with the other
chains represented by their mean population statistics.

[ASNS84] also develops an iterative solution method for multiple interfering
virtual circuits with admission delay. A significant result is that total delay is
minimized at the window size allocation where the input regulation degree
is the same for all virtual circuits. The input regulation degree is the
probability that a virtual circuit finds a "busy window" (i.e. W frames in the
inner system).

[MuTa88] models and analyzes a two-layer LAN where the upper layer, the
transport layer, uses SWFC. The transport layer is modeled as a closed
queueing network. The lower Medium Access Control (MAC) layer is
assumed to be token ring and is modeled as a multiple-server cyclic-service
system. For the closed queueing network, the MAC service times are
equated by an infinite server. An iterative algorithm is developed to solve
the system.

[GCFR88] analyzes the characteristics of general queues in a virtual circuit
where frames are of constant length. Poisson arrivals and infinite buffers are
assumed. It is found that exogenous frames offered to a node have greater
impact on the waiting time at this node that at downstream nodes.

[Morg88] studies thruput behavior of SWFC on a trunked byte-stream virtual
circuit. Node service is assumed to be processor sharing, and propagation
times are not negligible. Due to the non-product form nature of byte stream
(byte-stream is not store-and-forward), the analysis is done via simulation
and analytic solutions of limiting cases. The maximum thruput is found to be



controlled by the level of background traffic and the ratio of window size to
propagation delay.

In [Shap88] a single hop virtual circuit with multiple layers of SWFC is
modeled. At each layer, frame fragmentation can occur. Approximation
algorithms are developed to determine performance characteristics of a
closed queueing network (with external queue) with a Poisson bulk arrival
process. The bulk arrivals model fragmented frames (it is assumed that
fragmentation takes negligible time). The network service time distribution
is limited to Erlang distributions.

3.3. Dynamic Windo\V Flow Control (DWFC)

In this section 9 significant published papers on implementations and
performance analysis of DWFC are reviewed.
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3.3.1 Implementations

DWFC is implemented in IBM's Token-Ring LLC protocol [BuGr85], [BuPi86].
The implementation is an extension to the IEEE 802.2 LLC protocol. The
DWFC algorithm operates only on LLC sessions established across source
routing bridges. The algorithm has two functions, the detection of bridge or
receiver congestion and the modification of transmit window size.

Congestion is detected as lost frames. A lost frame is detected on receipt of
a REJ from the receiver, or a response from a poll frame indicating that only
frames of lower sequence number than the last frame sent have been
received.

On detection of a lost frame, as described above, the DWFC algorithm
reduces the window size, W, from the Transmit Window (the maximum
window size), TW, to 1. W is then incremented for every N successful
acknowledgments until TW is reached. The values of TW and N are
parameters that are set when the session is first established. A critical
performance question is, what values should be used for 1W and N.

Note that the DWFC algorithm cannot detect the difference between frames
lost due to congestion or some other frame loss mechanism (e.g. noise on
the communications media). See Appendix A for a detailed description of
the DWFC algorithm.

A scheme very similar to IBM's DWFC algorithm is implemented in Digital's
Digital Network Architecture (DNA) [Jain86]. The Digital scheme is
referred to as Congestion control Using Time-outs at the End-to-end layer,
or CUTE. CUTE reduces W to 1 on an acknowledgment timeout.
Acknowledgment timeout is used as the congestion detection mechanism.
Digital's DNA is a connectionless architecture in contrast to IBM's
connection-oriented LLC.



Recent publications evaluate DWFC in relation to ISDN Frame Relay.
[ChDe88] is a formal proposal to ANSI TI.SI to consider DWFC in frame
relay implementations. ISDN frame relay Is based on the LAPD protocol
which is very similar to IEEE802.2 LLC [ChDJ88].
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3.3.2

3.2.2.1

Modeling and Analysis

Review of [BuGr85]

In this paper DWFC is simulated in an environment of interconnected (via
bridges) Token-Rings. Both 4 and 16-Mbps ring speeds and priority and
non-priority operation for the bridges are considered. The configuration
modeled is one backbone ring with three connected rings. Traffic is
assumed to be exponentially distributed with a bimodal distribution of frame
lengths.

Numerous graphs are shown comparing goodput and delay of DWFC, with
various 1W and N values, against fixed window (SWFC). Figure 17 shows a
representative result. Note that performance improves for a larger N value.
A too small N opens the window too rapidly (i.e. the throttling effect does
not last long enough).

Goodput N = 16 (DWFC)

N = 1 (DWFC)

Fixed Window Size

Offered Load

Figure 17 Goodput versus Offered Load

Significant results include:

1. Goodput never decreases with increased offered data rate.

2. Bridge processors are very highly utilized with a frame loss
frequency typically on the order of 1 percent.

3. Network performance is not sensitive to the number of queues
(stations) .



4.

5.

3.2.2.2

In all cases where SWFC works without congestion, DWFC yields
equally good performance.

With respect to both inter- and intra-ring traffic, priority
operation yields better overall efficiency and fairer sharing of the
ring bandwidth.

Review of [Jain83], [JainBS], and [Jain86]
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In these two Digital Technical Reports and a published paper Digital's CUTE
scheme is described. This is a simulation study, modeled is a general
connectionless network.

Significant results are reported for the increase policy. Clearly, for a lightly
loaded network, N should be 1 to allow thruput to rise to the maximum as
quickly as possible. On the other hand, for a heavily loaded network. N
should be infinity (i.e. the window size should remain at 1). A "parabolic
increase policy" where N =W (i.e. W =W + 1 when W acknowledgments have
been received) is found to be a good compromise.

Several decrease policies are studied. The best policy is found to be a
"sudden decrease", that is reduce W to 1.

Simulation results are shown for a network with slight, moderate. and
severe congestion. In the severe congestion case, as the number of sources
increase, fairness (measured by (11)) stays above .90 and percentage of
successful frames stays above 80%.

3.2.2.3 Review of [Nass88]

In [Nass88] the results of [BuGr85] are extended to study fairness and effects
of the increase policy. The configurations modeled are two 16 station 4
Mbps Token-Rings connected by a 2.048-Mbps trunk, a star-trunk-star
configuration where the rings are replaced by a PBX, and a ring-trunk-star
configuration. In all cases, the trunk is the bottleneck.

The fairness measure used is the max-min criteria (equation (11)). Overload
caused by some logical links should not affect the goodput of other (non
overloaded) logical links. This is shown to hold between two classes of LLC
links where one class is driven into overload, DWFC maintains a constant
goodput on the non-overloaded links.

Finally, the increase policy is studied relative to line error rates. The
parabolic increase policy (see section 3.2.2.2) is found to give better thruput
for bit-error rates worse than 3 • 10 •• -5.



3.2.2.4 Review of [ReCh87] and [ChRe89]
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In [ReCh87] and [ChRe89] four DWFC schemes are evaluated, via simulation,
for ISDN frame relay. The simulation model is an M node linear network
s~gment. Each node has a constant frame service time. A mix of three
~:hfferen~ traffic types is simulated. The traffic types are, character
lI~teractive (small frames, low arrival rate), block interactive (medium frame
sizes, moderate arrival rate), and file transfer (large number of medium size
frames).

The four DWFC schemes evaluated are:

1. On receiving a REJ, reduce W to 1. After N successive
acknowledgments increment W. N =8 is used in this study.

2. On receiving a REJ, reduce W to W_min. After N successive
acknowledgments increment W. W_min = 4 and N = 1 are used
in this study.

3. On receiving a REJ, reduce W to ex * W. ex = 0.5 and N = 1 are
used in this study.

4. On receiving a REJ, reduce W to 1. Increment W using the
parabolic increase policy (N =W).

Also evaluated is an explicit "stop duration" scheme. In this scheme,
whenever a frame arrives into a buffer with the buffer exceeding a threshold,
a "stop message" is sent to the source of the frame. On receiving the "stop
message", the sender stops all transmission for a period of time (either fixed
or random in duration).

Results are given for each scheme in terms of mean goodput for different
window sizes and congestion levels. For small window sizes, the stop
duration scheme is found to be best. For larger window sizes, the four DWFC
schemes perform better than the stop duration scheme. For very large
window sizes (1W = 20), scheme # 1 performed poorly. This is due to the
time required to increase W back to its large 1W value. Scheme #4 shows
very good performance, however the comment is made that, ". . . the quick
reduction and recovery procedures of this scheme is also likely to result in
oscillatory behavior which can lead to a loss of thruput." No evidence of this
oscillatory behavior is given. Overall, scheme #3 performs best.

3.2.2.5 Review of [LuLu88] and [LuLu89]

In [LuLu88] an algorithm is developed for computing performance measures
of SWFC subject to Bandwidth Management (BWM). For a given level of
network congestion, it is shown that a window size to maximize goodput can
be selected. [LuLu89] extends these results to an analysis of DWFC.



BWM is a means of preventing a small number of sessions from overloading a
network. At session establishment, a guaranteed thruput is negotiated. The
network then monitors session thruputs and durtng periods of overload
discards frames from sessions with thruputs exceeding their negotiated
thruput. When there is no network congestion, a session can use network
resources beyond those originally negotiated.

An expression for goodput of SWFC (With Go-Back-N retransmission) is
given. The following assumptions are made:

1. The transmitter always has a full window's worth of frames to
transmit

2. Transmitted frames are separated, on average, by d seconds.
Presumably, d (corresponding to frame length) is exponentially
distributed

3. No limit on retransmissions

4. Return path for Acknowledgments and REJ's is errorless

5. Window size is the limiting factor for thruput. That is, x > W * d
where, x is the average round-trip delay

6. Each frame has a fixed probability of loss, p, (in reality, frames
transmitted above the negotiated thruput level have a higher
probability of loss)

The derivation follows from regeneration (renewal) theory. Each
regeneration point is an epoch of correctly received, retransmitted frames.
Let Y(i,W) be the expected time between two successive successful
receptions of retransmitted frames given that frame i (1 5- i 5-W) is lost.
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=

+

Then,

vu, W)

W-l

L pk-(i+ 1)(1 - p)(X + kd)
k=i+l
W+i=l

L pJ-(i+1)(1 - p)(2x + U- W)d)
i-w

+ pW-1 (x + (i - l)d) + Yf pk + 2PW-1]lltl
+ pW Y(O, W) 1 S 1 sW - 1
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2W-l

Y(W. W) = L pJ-(W+1) (I - p)(2x + U- W)d)
j=W+l

+ pW-l (x + (W - l ld)

+ T ~ pk + 2PW-1] + pW Y(O, W)lt1

(49)

Y(O, W) = (1 - pW)-l

* ~ pk-1(1 - p)(x + kd) + T~ pk + 2PW- 1] ]
l~1 l~l

The derivation of (49) is not shown. A tedious proof for the case W = 4, i = 2
is shown.

From (49) the mean regeneration cycle time, E(Y), and total thruput, E(TR),
can be derived,

00

E(Y) =L p(I - p)i-1 vu. W)
i= 1

1 [1 W ]
E(TR) = E(Y) P + 1 - P

(50)

(51 )

Equation (50) follows from the assumption that frame loss is independent
and with probability p. The inner terms of (51) have the following intuitive
interpretation, the first term is the expected number of frames transmitted
before the first lost frame. The second term is the expected number of
retransmitted frames.
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Finally, the mean goodput, E(G), is,

(52)1
E(G) = pE(Y)

An example is given to develop an iterative method to solve for E(TR) and
E(G) for different values of W. Figure 18 shows the network modeled
(slightly simplified),

~l ~2

Source--~~__.....

I
I

Tlri"esh

Figure 18 Network for Iterative Solution of E(TR) and E(G)

where, AN and AE are the negotiated and excess traffic as follows,

(53)

AN and AE are negotiated and excess traffic loads from another source, and
Thresh is the threshold. Note that queue #3, the queue of interest in this
analysis, is a finite buffer queue. All queues are assumed to be MIMI 1.

Then, the probability of loss, p. and mean wait in queue #3 are,

(54)

w__AN_(_I_-_p_N_)W_N_+_AE_(_I_-_p_E_)W_E
- (AN + AE)(l - p)

(55)



where, PN ' PE ' IN ' and IE are calculated for the queue size and threshold
size respectively. It is the calculation of pE that BWM is incorporated (pN
and pE are calculated using MIMI 1 loss formulas).

From this, the total average round-trip delay, D, can be calculated,
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D=W+ 1 +_1_
Jll - A 112 - A (56)

In [LuLu88] constant propagation and acknowledgment return delays are
included in (56).

To solve (56) an iterative scheme is developed,

1. Select any A

2. Compute E(TR) and E(G) based on A

3. Set A = E(TR)

4. Repeat above two steps until convergence of A and E(TR)

This algorithm is executed for increasing W values to find an optimum W
relative to computed values of E(G).

To analyze DWFC, a finite-state continuous-time Markov process is defined
to represent the different levels, or states, of network congestion. For each
state, E(TR) , E(G), and the frame loss rate are calculated. A state [i.j.k) is
defined where i is the current window size, j is the number of successful
frame transmissions since the last frame loss, and k is the congestion level
of the network. It is assumed that when in state (i.] .k) that frames are
successfully transmitted or lost with the rate computed for that level (i.e.
steady state behavior). The states are then adjusted according to the DWFC
algorithm being evaluated (i.e. for a given decrease I increase policy). The
stationary probability distribution of the Markov process is solved. Then, the
computed E(TR) and E(G) values are weighted by the stationary probability
of each state.

The validity of the above analysis method is not verified. Results are given
comparing SWFC to DWFC for a network model similar to figure 18. These
results show higher goodput for DWFC compared to SWFC over a wide range
of network congestion. Particularly significant is that DWFC generates
considerably less retransmissions than does SWFC.

3.4 Adaptive W'mdow Flow Control (AWFC)

In this section 16 published papers on implementations and performance
analysis of AWFC are reviewed.



3.4.1 Implementations
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There are very few AWFC schemes that have been implemented. Perhaps
the most sophisticated is SNA's Virtual Route Pacing discussed in sections
3.4.1.1 and 3.4.2.1 and Appendix B.

3.4.1.1 Flow Control in SNA

IBM's System Network Architecture (SNA) employs window flow control on
both a session and virtual route basis. See section 3.2.1.4 for a description of
SNA's swapping window scheme.

At the session level, window size is negotiated at the time a session is
established and remains constant for the duration of the session. Session
level flow control is an end-to-end flow control.

At the virtual route level, window sizes are modified via explicit feedback
from the network. Virtual Route Pacing is SNA's network flow control.
When a virtual route is established, minimum and maximum window sizes
(WS_min and WS_max) are defined. Typically, WS_min is the number of
hops in the virtual route and WS_max is three times the number of hops.
The window size, k, is then dynamically adjusted between these limits
depending on the level of network congestion. The window adjustment
scheme is, increment by one if no congestion, decrement by one if
"moderate" congestion, and reset to WS_min if "severe" congestion.

The levels of "moderate" and "severe" congestion are based on queue lengths
and are "implementation dependent". At this time, no publications could be
found that discuss the setting of these two parameters.

Intermediate nodes have no knowledge of individual virtual routes. Hence, if
an intermediate node experiences congestion, all virtual routes flowing
through that node (or explicit route in SNA parlance) may have their
window sizes affected.

Appendix B describes the SNA Virtual Route Pacing adaptive window
algorithm. Section 3.4.2.1 discusses simulation studies of SNA Virtual Route
Pacing.

3.4.2

3.4.2.1

Modeling and Analysis

Review of (Ahqj79]

[Ahuj79] is possibly the only published paper that contains a performance
analysis of SNA Virtual Route Pacing with adaptive windowing ([Schw82] in
section 3.2.1.4 does not consider adaptive windowing).
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A simula:uo~ study ~s briefly cited in this paper. For the simulation, traffic is
eve?ly dlstnbu~ed In a ne~ork with virtual routes up to four hops. The
a~nval pr~ce~s IS. not mentioned. Frame sizes are 25 and 2048 bytes (Le. a
bimodal dtstrtbutton). Four cases are considered:

1. k = fixed at 3 • M

2. Adaptive k, WS_min = 1, WS_max = 3 ale M

3. Adaptive k, WS_min = M, WS_max = 3 * M

4. Adaptive k, WS_min = M - 1, WS_max = 3 * M

where, k is the window size and M is the number of hops (links) in the
virtual route.

The results are shown in figure 19 (figure 19 taken directly from [Ahuj79]).
The results are normalized for average values at each measurement.

Response
Time

Case #'s 1, 2, 3, 4
for each measurement

/
Thruput

Queue
Lengths

Figure 19 SNA Virtual Route Pacing Simulation Results
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It can be concluded that for this study case #3 offers the minimum response
time. However, case #2 and #4 offer less congestion.

3.4.2.2 Review of [Deat79] and [Reis79a]

In [Deat79] a simple method of calculating optimal window sizes for a virtual
route is described. This method is extended, via [Reis79a], to an AWFC
scheme.

The window size calculations are for a virtual route with M hops and with
acknowledgments flowing in the reverse direction. To fully saturate the
virtual route, a window size of k = 2 • M is required for a swapping window.



This assumes that the VRPRQ on the forward path experiences the same
delay as the VRPRS on the reverse path (see Appendix B for VRPRQ and
VRPRS).

Using Little's Law,
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k = Int part of [2 • Th • T + 0.5] (57)

where, 'Yb is the thruput of the bottleneck link and T is the total delay
contributed by link transmit delays. The reasons for rounding-up the
calculation are not discussed. Equation (57) is extended to the case of non
negligible propagation delays (e.g. virtual routes with satellite links) by
adding the propagation delay to T.

An AWFC scheme is developed based on the above method. Total delay, D, of
a virtual route is approximated by,

D =Dr+ Dp + Dg (58)

where, DT is the total link transmission delays, Dp is the total link
propagation delays, and Dg is the total link queueing delays. Note that Dr
and Dp are known quantities, D is a measured quantity, and Dg is an
unknown quantity. Window size can be varied according to queueing delay,

DQ =D - (Dr + Dp) (59)

A distributed AWFC algorithm for swapping window is then (repeated
continuously) :

1. Upon receipt of a VRPRS, update D. If (Dg > QT ) and (k > 1)
then decrement k by one

2. If the VRPRS did not return by the completion of a window,
then if (Dg < QT ) and (k < W_max) then increment k by one

where, D is the measured round-trip delay, QT is a predetermined queueing
delay threshold, and W_max is the maximum window size. W_max is
computed with (57) as a function of Dr and D p (and Dg = 0). D can be
computed as an average from one or more samples. According to [Reis79a],
simulation results show little difference whether instantaneous (one sample)
or averaged (multiple samples) D values are used.

It is not clear that optimum window size is k = 2 • M for virtual routes with
greatly varying link speeds. For the AWFC algorithm, a majority of the
queueing delay could be in one bottleneck link. Assuming finite buffer
capacities, this could result in overflow. This suggests the need to control
both end-to-end delay and individual link delays (to limit individual queue
lengths).



3.4.2.3 Review of IKeKl8O]
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[KeKl80] is an .extensi~n of [KlKe80] (see section 3.2.1.8 and Figure 13) to
AWF~. An optimal policy, based on Markov decision theory, is developed to
adaptively select the window size.

~ mechanism is developed, called the Traffic Director, TD, that is resident
In the. Destin~tion Node, DN. Based on buffer occupancy, the TD determines
the WIndow SIZe, W, and time-out, The TD notifies the TC of these values via
special control packets.

The objective of the decision policy is to maximize thruput and minimize
delay. To make the problem tractable, the system is modeled as a discrete
time system. Also, a constant time interval is assumed for the time between
a decision is made and then takes effect. This interval represents the delay
of control packet and is, in reality, random in duration.

A reward function is defined,

R = elf..- - D (60)

where el reflects a trade-off between delay and thruput. A policy is then
found that maximizes the reward per unit time.

Due to an extremely large state space for this problem, a heuristic solution is
found. A policy-iteration approach is used (described in an appendix in
[Kerm78]) with a look-ahead policy. The expected buffer occupancy is
computed for a look-ahead time, TA. A decision table is generated with state
(buffer occupancy) and decision (window size). Numerical results show
excellent "fit" to optimal flow control for various values of buffer size.

Note that this scheme is developed for a single virtual circuit where
congestion is only possible at the receiving node (i.e. end-to-end flow
control). Extensions to network flow control and multiple interfering virtual
circuits are not within the scope of the model.

3.4.2.4 Review of [GeSt81]

This paper presents the results of "experiments" in obtaining fair window
sizes in a network with multiple virtual circuits. The fairness criterion is
bottleneck flow control as described in section 2.4.1.

For the window flow control experiments, a six-node highly connected
network is modeled. Three virtual circuits are modeled, all sharing one
bottleneck link. Each virtual circuit has unrestricted demands and is
initialized with the same window size. Then, window sizes are increased or
decreased according to whether a virtual circuit is below or above the



average thruput of all three virtual circuits (in the bottleneck link). The
result is final window sizes that give each virtual circuit close to equal
thruput allocation of the bottleneck link.

A finer granularity of control is possible with larger initial window sizes.
This results in better fairness of the three virtual circuits final thruput (than
if a small initial window size is used).

For this simple experiment, the method of feedback to individual virtual
circuits is not considered. Also not considered is a distributed method of
determining window sizes to maximally, not Just fairly, utilize the bottleneck
link. For example, if the initial window sizes are "too small", the bottleneck
link will be underutilized.
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3.4.2.5 Review of [Ke0m83]

In this paper a scheme in which virtual circuit window sizes are modified via
Choke Packets (CP) and Speed-up Packets (SP) is proposed and evaluated.
The objective of the proposed scheme is network flow control.

A queue in a virtual circuit transmits a CP to the sender when a threshold
queue length, THRESHl, is exceeded. When the queue length drops below
THRESH2 a SP is transmitted to the sender. THRESH2 is defined as less
than THRESH 1 to prevent "thrashing" when the queue length stays close to
a threshold. On receiving a CP, the sender sets W as follows (where OPC is
the present Outstanding Packet Count):

• If OPC is greater than a predetermined Upper Maximum
Window, UMW, size then W = UMW

• If OPC is less than a predetermined Lower Maximum Window,
LMW, size then W = LMW

• If OPC is inbetween LMW and UMW then W = OPC (resulting in a
packet being sent only when a packet is received)

On receiving a SP, the sender sets W to its previous maximum size. It is not
clear how the various window sizes (e.g. UMW and LMW) and threshold
values are determined.

A simulation study shows that this scheme can control the maximum and
average queue lengths to close to the THRESH2 bound. It is shown that for
any "reasonable" number of links the proposed CP /SP scheme is more
effective than backpressure schemes.

3.4.2.6 Review of [MaAi84]

In this paper an AWFC scheme for user (end-to-end) flow control, where the
receiver has a finite number of buffer cells, is proposed and evaluated.



The scheme is defined as follows. When the window size becomes zero at
some time T, it is increased to W: '
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•

•

•

for &r > &r-l

for &r = &r-l

for &r < &r-l

where, WT is window size at time T, BT is the number of empty buffer cells
at the receiver at time T, and n is the increment or decrement amount.
"T - 1" is the previous time, T, that the window size was zero. The values
WT-l and &r-l are assumed available at the sender at time T.

A simulation study compares retransmission rate and response time versus
cell-to-window ratio. Cell-to-window ratio is the number of empty buffer
cells in the receiver divided by the window size of the sender. Results show
lower mean retransmission rate and lower mean response time for the
proposed scheme compared to a fixed window size. It is also shown, in
comparison to fixed window size, that the standard deviation of the
response time is much lower.

Window sizes are only modified at times when the window size is zero. It is
not clear that the window size will always reach zero, even in cases of frame
loss due to unavailability of buffer cells at the receiver.

3.4.2.7 Review of [ThCa86l

In this paper an AWFC scheme which overcomes the sensitivity of SWFC to
the number of sessions is developed and evaluated. The scheme is an
extension to Gallager and Golestani optimized flow control method (see
[BeGa87], chapter 6).

The basic concept in the optimized flow control method is that individual
traffic which has a larger incremental delay is allocated less thruput than
traffic with smaller incremental delay. The result is that session traffic
decreases as the load on the virtual circuit increases.

A window function, for a virtual circuit, is defined (the derivation of this
expression is not discussed),

(61 )

where Q is per hop delay, T is end-to-end delay, n is number of hops, C is
link capacity, and a, b, and d are constant parameters. A moving average of
Q must be maintained for each session. This can be done by measuring



round-trip delays. The method of maintaining a "moving average" of Q is not
discussed. .

By selecting a, b. and d in (61) appropriately, the per hop delay (and hence
also the level of network congestion) can be bounded independently of the
number of sessions. To bound the per hop delay to Qm, the parameters
must satisfy,
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a
Qm =bn + d

Note that this sets W to zero when the bound Qm is reached.

(62)

Simulation results show that this scheme bounds the delay for increasing
number of sessions. With SWFC, the delay is seen to increase as the number
of sessions increase. This scheme is limited to maintaining stability (i.e.
bounding congestion) for slowly changing load fluctuations. This is due to
overhead (e.g. time to maintain moving average of Q).

3.4.2.8 Review of [JaRC87] and [CbJa89]

In [JaRC87] and [ChJa89] a binary feedback scheme for congestion
"avoidance" (see section 2.1.2) is described and evaluated. In particular, an
optimum increase / decrease scheme is described and analyzed.

The binary feedback scheme works as follows. The resources in the
network determine if they are loaded above or below an optimal load (the
global determination of "optimal load" is discussed for a special case in
section 3.4.2.9). Depending on the load level, the resource sets a bit in the
frame header as 1 for overloaded or °for underloaded. This bit is called the
"congestion experienced bit" and is part of the OSI Transport Layer
Specification (IS08073-1986) and the Digital Network Architecture (DNA).

More formally, if Xi(t) is the load of user i on a bottleneck durmg time
interval t and y(t) is the congestion bit, then a linear control function,

y(t) =0

y(t) = 1
(63)

where aj, bj, an, and bD, are constants described below. Four increase/
decrease methods are possible,

1. Multiplicative increase / multiplicative decrease
• ar = 0, aD =°
• br > 1, °< bD < 1

2. Additive increase / additive decrease
• aI > 0, an < °



• bI = 1, bn = I
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3. Additive increase / multiplicative decrease
• aI > 0, an =°
• bI = 1, °< bn < 1

4. Multiplicative increase / additive decrease
• aI =0, an < °
• bI > I, bo = I

T?e ~our increase / decrease functions are evaluated for efficiency, fairness,
dtstrtbutedness. and convergence. The functions are evaluated graphically
us~ng a vector representation. Figure 20 shows the vector representation.
POInts above the efficiency line represent overload, below is underload.

User 2's
Alloc

Equi-Fairness Line

Fairness Line

Optimal Point

User I's Alloc

Figure 20 Two User Allocation Vector Representation

The goal of the increase / decrease scheme is to bring the user allocations
to the optimal point. The fairness at any point (using equation (II) for the
max-min criterion) is,

(Xl + X2)2
F = 2(X12+X22) (64)

Multiplying both fractions by a constant does not change (64), load
"movement" is along an equi-fairness line. Additive increase/decrease
causes load movement along a 45 degree line. Hence, a multiplicative
decrease / additive increase policy will converge on the optimal point. This
is shown as an example in Figure 21, note how the point XO converges
towards the optimal point.



XO converging towards
optimal point

/'
User 2's
Alloc

User 1's Alloc

Figure 21 - ExaDlple Two User Allocation Convergence

From simulations, the recommended increase/decrease algorithm is,
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W new =Wold + 1
W new =0.875 * Wold

(increase)
(decrease) (65)

where computations are rounded to the nearest integer. It is also
recommended that for optimum responsiveness, window sizes be adjusted
once every two round-trip delays and that only feedback signals received in
the last cycle should be used in window adjustment.

It is noted that the simulations did not account for acknowledgment return
delays and assumed a synchronous operation between all stations of the
increase/decrease scheme. Further research is being conducted by the
authors of [JaRC87] and [ChJa89] in the effects of delayed feedback and
asynchronous operation.

3.4.2.9 Review of [JainBS]

In this Digital Technical Report an AWFC scheme to determine optimum
window sizes based only on delay feedback is developed and evaluated. The
proposed scheme is limited to networks modeled with queues of
deterministic service and interarrival times (i.e. D/D/l queues). It is shown
that for probabilistic networks (e.g. M/M/l queues) additional, though not
easily obtained, information about other users is needed. For example, user
window sizes or the delay of a virtual circuit with no traffic needs to be
known.



Figure .2~ ~hows network performance as a function of offered load for a
deterrntntstie network with finite buffers. Contrast this to figure 4 showing
network performance for a probabilistic network.
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Goodput

Offered Load

Delay

Power

Offered Load

Optimum Power

Offered Load

Figure 22 Detenninistic Network Perfonnance

What is desired is a scheme to adjust window sizes to operate the network
at maximum power. For a deterministic network, the gradient of the round
trip delay is zero below the optimum point and greater than zero above the
optimum point. It is this property that is used to achieve a network-wide
"social" optimum in a distributed fashion. It is necessary for each sender to
measure its round-trip delays.

The window increase/decrease policy is additive increase/multiplicative
decrease as developed in section 3.4.2.8. The decision frequency is once
every two round-trip delays.



Simulation results, for networks of varied sizes and number of nodes, show
excellent results. Further research is needed to extend this scheme to
probabilistic networks.

3.4.2.10 Review of [GCFR88]

In [GCFR88] a Throttled Window Control (1WC) scheme is proposed and
evaluated via simulation for BISDN. 1WC operates by the destination DCE
sending "alarm" acknowledgments to the source DCE if packets traveling
through the network are "marked" as having passed through a congested
queue. On receiving an alarm acknowledgment, the source DCE stops
transmitting until a non-alarmed acknowledgment is received. A congested
queue is defined as a queue exceeding a threshold length. Determination of
the threshold and the conditions for "non-alarm" are not discussed.

To evaluate this scheme a Grade-of-Service, GOS, is defined as,
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TP
GOS =TC (66)

where, TP is the average call duration and TC is the average total time
required to transmit all frames in a call. A call is generated according to a
Poisson process, each call generates a burst of frames to model a file
transfer. Frame length is exponentially distributed, and the number of
frames in a burst is geometrically distributed. Thruput classes for a virtual
circuit are defined by the window size of the class (e.g. TI-IC7 is Thruput
Class 7 and has a window size of 7).

For a finite buffer network model, simulation shows an improvement of
about 100/ 0 in network utilization for a given GOS with 1WC (versus no 1WC).
However, it is found that higher thruput classes experience a larger
percentage increase in call duration than do lower thruput classes. This
unfairness is corrected with a proposed Priority Throttled Window Control
(PlWC). In PlWC only low thruput class frames (i.e. low priority frames) are
marked. High thruput class virtual circuits are never throttled. In this
paper, for W from 1 to 7, THC6 and TI-IC7 are considered as high priority.
PlWC shows improvements to high priority classes and the overall spread
(variance) in GOS is reduced.

3.4.2.11 Other Published Papers

This section briefly reviews other, possibly less significant, published papers
in the area of modeling and analysis of various AWFC schemes.

In [ChLL85] an AWFC scheme based on [KlKe80] (see section 3.2.1.3) is
developed. The proposed scheme solves for optimum window sizes and
time-out values by maximizing a trade-off function of thruput and delay. The
optimization is based on measured subnet traffic rate and round-trip delay.



Since the optimization cannot be effectively performed "on-line". a decision
table approach (to select a window size) is used.

In [UIBa88] two AWFC schemes for internetwork congestion control are
proposed and evaluated via simulation. The first scheme is based on
destination gateways sending control messages to increment or decrement
the window size of the source gateway. In the second scheme, the source
gateway measures retransmission rates and round-trip delays and then based
on these measurements, compared against thresholds, the source gateway
window is incremented or decremented. It is shown that both schemes
give lower delay and higher thruput than SWFC (flxed-window) and that the
first scheme is better than the second scheme. It is also shown that both
schemes give stable goodput behavior and bounded delays.

In [RaSi89] an AWFC scheme is proposed and evaluated where intermediate
nodes in a virtual circuit can vary the end-to-end window size. When an
intermediate node's queue length crosses a threshold, all virtual circuits
going through this node have their window size "instantly" dropped to
W_min. Window sizes then increment back to W_max when the queue
length has dropped below a threshold. A simulation study shows lower
mean delay, lower delay variance, and lower buffer utilization of the
proposed scheme when compared to SWFC.

[CDNR88] is an overview paper on error effects and congestion control in
ISDN frame relay. Both implicit (DWFC) and explicit (AWFC) congestion
control schemes are reviewed. With explicit schemes, buffer overflow can
be avoided and low delays maintained by reducing offered load (e.g. reducing
window sizes) before heavy congestion sets in. No analytical or simulation
modeling results are given to substantiate the previous statement. One
significant observation is that the gap between buffer size and congestion
threshold, for explicit schemes, should be large enough to prevent overflow
during the time window sizes are being reduced.

3.5 Optimization Studies in Window Flow Control

In general, systems can be viewed from two perspectives, descriptive and
prescriptive. Up to this point, in th~s ?ocument, ~dow.flow c~ntrol h~s
been viewed primarily from the descnptive, or analysis, potnt of ~e~. Thts
section approaches window flow control from a prescrtpttve, or
optimization, point of view.

Section 3.5.1.1 reviews papers showing that window flow control is optimal
flow control. Section 3.5.1.2 reviews papers that discuss the stability of
AWFC schemes.

Due to the complexity of this subject, these papers are not reviewed in as
much detail as the papers reviewed in other sections of this document.
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3.5.1

3.5.1.1

Windo~ Flow Control as Optimal Control

Review of [Laza83] and (RoLa83]
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In these two papers, optimal control of Jacksonian networks is considered.
It is shown that for a given maximum delay bound, maximum thruput is
achieved with a window flow control mechanism.

Figure 23 shows a model of the controlled Jacksonian network. The
network is reduced to a Norton equivalent. The control server has a state
dependent service rate, A(k). The queueing network contains W tokens. If a
token is not present in the control server when a frame arrives, from the
sender, the frame is lost. Hence, this is exactly the SWFC loss model (see
sections 3.2.1.1).

Sender
>

A(k) ~(k)

Norton
equivalent

Receiver

Figure 23 Model of Controlled Jacksonian Network

A peak constraint, c. is defined,

where, c represents the maximum admissible offered load.
A(k), 1 5- k So W is optimum if,

(67)

The control

(68)

is achieved where, y is the thruput with N frames, Dw is the delay with W
tokens, and T is the delay bound.

It is shown that if the control is increasing, both the average delay and
thruput are also increasing. The average maximum delay, with L frames in
the queueing network is,



L

L Ip(1)
D (L) _ 1=1
max--L----

L f.l(l)p (1)
1=1

where, it can be shown that

D (L) =D(IA-I)
max max

(69)

(70)
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The key theorem is then presented. Given that D (L-I) < T <= D (L)
max max'

2 <~ L <= W, the optimal control of a passive queueing network with a
maximum of W tokens in the system is,

where,

c

A(k) = A(W - L + 1)

o

W - L+2Sk sW

k=W-L+l

15 k S W - L

(71 )

L-1

A(W - L + 1) = [(L/f.l(~)) _TJ ~ tuurr - I) (p~2~)) (72)

With W = L, (72) reduces to,

(73)

By considering only the discrete number of admissible delays L,

1 5- L 5- W, (in this case, T = D~~x), all L frames will be served at the same
rate c. Hence, the above theorem describes a window flow control
mechanism (also called bang-bang control in the control theory literature).
If the number of frames in the receiver falls below the window size, then the
controller transmits at a maximum rate. Otherwise, the controller does not
send frames into the network. The window size can be derived from the
upper bound delay, T, and the maximum offered load, c.

3.5.1.2 Review of [KoOt89]

[KoOt89] extends [RoLa83] to non-exponential networks. It is again shown
that window flow control is the optimal control.



The G / G / 1 queues of a general network are approximated by the
Generalized Exponential (GE) probability density function,
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[
C

2
- IJ [4IJ- J [ -2Jl,tJf(t) = c2 + 1 J.lo(t) + (c2 + 1)2 exp C2+l (74)

where C is the coefficient of variation over u, and Jl,o(t) is the unit impulse
function.

A Norton equivalent is developed by applying the maximum entropy
approximation for general closed networks. From this point, the
development follows [RoLa83] with the same conclusions (I.e. window flow
control is the optimal control).

Simulation results demonstrate the credibility of the Norton equivalent,
maximum entropy approximation. A consistently close fit of the simulation
to analytic results is shown.

3.5.2

3.5.2.1

Stability ofAWFC

Review of [FeEl85]

In this paper the stability of adaptive rate control is analyzed. A model is
developed that incorporates measurement delay, sampling error, and delay
for control to become effective. It is noted that the results for adaptive rate
control should be "approximately true" for window flow control.

The evolution of a system through time is described as,

1\

X(t + T) =X(t) - a[X(t) - N] (75)

1\

where, X(t) is the actual load, X(t) is the load estimator, N is the target load,
T is the time it takes for the source to find-out about, and respond to, a
control action, and a is the adjustment factor (e.g. if a = 1 then the source
attempts to correct the load all the way to N in one step). The load
estimator is,

1\ 1\

X(t) = ~[X(t - 1) + ett - 1)] + (1 - ~)X(t - 1) (76)

where, ~ is the smoothing factor, and £(t) is the measurement error which
represents the stochastic component of the control. Note that (75) is valid
only if the load varies due to control actions or slowly over time.

This model can be written as a discrete-time, first-order linear time system
of two equations,



[
X(t) ]

V(t) = A

X(t)

and from (75) and (76),

V(t + 1) =AV(t) + BN + Celt)

where,

The solution, by induction, is

t-l
V(t) = AtV(O) + Dt-i-l [BN + CE(i)]

1=0

(77)

(78)

(79)

(80)
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For this model, conditions for convergence, variance, and rate of
convergence as functions of a, ~, and e(t) are studied. Three cases are
considered: overcontrol, undercontrol, and critical damping.

The adjustInent factor, a, controls how fast the system converges. To
minimize variance, a should be selected as close to zero as possible. A too
large a causes oscillations. The smoothing factor, ~, controls the
smoothness of the response of the system. A large ~ gives fast response to
change, but also has a chance of responding incorrectly to statistical
fluctuations.

Through a difficult analysis, it is shown that ~ =2 and a =0.5 gives the most
rapid convergence. This remarkable result states that it is better to
extrapolate a future load (i.e. ~ > 1) than use measurements smoothed over
multiple "old" control intervals (t.e. ~ < 1). In order to jointly maximize the
convergence .and minimize the variance, it is suggested that multi-objective
optimization methods can be used.



4.0 Directions for Research

This brief chapter outlines possible areas for research as developed from
chapters 1 through 3.

4.1 Analysis of DWFC

One of the key advantages of analytic modeling is that it allows an insight
into system performance that would be impossible or expensive to obtain by
other means (e.g. simulation). To this extent, a validated analytic model of
DWFC would be a contribution to the field of computer communications
performance analysis. The only analytic modeling of DWFC in the published
literature is in [LuLu88] and [LuLu89], see section 3.2.2.5. This model is
limited in scope and is not validated.

Modeling DWFC presents the following difficulties,

1. DWFC exists, as an algorithm and implementation, only in a queueing
network of finite-buffer queues. Analysis of finite-buffer queueing
networks is difficult.

2. The performance analysis of DWFC may need to take into account
transient behavior (e.g. to model the increase policy). Analysis of
transient behavior of queueing networks is extremely difficult.

Can the techniques used in modeling DWFC be extended to model SNA
Virtual Route Pacing? An analytic model of Virtual Route Pacing would be
significant contribution to the field.

4.2 Optimization of DWFC

With an analytic model of DWFC, it will be possible to investigate
performance issues of DWFC. This includes the following unanswered
questions,

1. Relationship between Nand lW
- Intuitively, a smalllW suggests a large N, while a large lW suggests

a small N. Where is the trade-off?

2. Relationship between the increase/decrease policy and lW
- With a large lW, a window reduction of W = (ex * 1W) > 1 may be

better than a reduction to W = 1. Where is the trade-off?

With extensions to the DWFC model, it will be possible to investigate other
DWFC or AWFC schemes. For example, what benefits would there be if
congestion indicator bits are added to acknowledgment frames (as being
considered for LAPD [Mcqu90))? Increase/decrease policies could now be
based on queue length thresholds.
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4.3 Extensions to AWFC

One fault with DWFC is that the window size is not reduced until after
overflow (severe congestion) has occurred. Is it possible to prevent overflow
by reducing window size on the onset of congestion?

The above idea is supported in [Jain86], "More sophisticated congestion
control schemes need to be developed that control the load on the network
before it starts losing packets. In networks having such mechanisms, CUTE
(CUTE = DWFC scheme) can be used as a backup strategy which would be
called only when congestion becomes so severe that it becomes necessary to
drop packets."

Clearly, better flow control schemes should do more than just prevent or
minimize buffer overflow. Flow control should "control" the network to
operate at optimum performance.

Outstanding questions for AWFC include,

1. How is congestion, or the on-set of congestion, detected?

2. What are the effects of feedback delay (can congestion information be
reported "fast enough" to be of use)?

3. How should window sizes be adjusted?

4. What optimization criteria should be used?

5. What are the effects of large propagation delay relative to transmit
delay (e.g. future ultra high-speed networks or satellite links in
present networks)?
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Glossary

The following is a glossary of terms that may not be explicitly defined
elsewhere in this document. See [StalI88] for an excellent glossary of
communications terms.
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AWFC

Badput

Bottleneck

Cut

DeE

Deadlock

DTE

DWFC

Explicit Route

Goodput

HDLC

IEEE802.2

ISDN Frame Relay

LAPB

Adaptive Window Flow Control. See section 2.7.6.

Badput is thruput minus goodput.

A bottleneck is a link in a virtual circuit that
constrains, or limits, the thruput of the sender.

A logical partitioning of the network into two sets of
nodes.

Data Circuit-Terminating Equipment. The
equipment that provides signal conversion between a
DTE and the subnetwork.

A condition where two or more nodes are unable to
transmit packets due to unavailable space at any
potential receivers.

Data Terminal Equipment. The end user equipment
that converts user information into data signals for
transmission.

Dynamic Window Flow Control. See section 2.7.6.

An SNA term, actual physical path for a virtual route.

The thruput of frames, excluding retransmissions,
that a user can achieve. Typically, the thruput from
OSI layer-2 to layer-3 is defined as goodput.
Goodput is equal to, or less than, the "raw" thruput
of the virtual circuit or datagram service.

High-level Data Link Control protocol. A bit-oriented
OSI layer-2 protocol.

IEEE standard for Logical Link Control (LLC) for
Local Area Networks (LAN's).

A high-speed packet switching mechanism proposed
for ISDN.

Link Access Procedure, version B. Layer-2 for X.25.



Logical Link Control Layer. A subset of HDLC that,
along with the MAC layer, comprises the OSI layer-2
in LAN's.

Network Architecture The set of protocol layers. Implementation details
and interface specifications are not part of an
architecture.
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Peer Process

Permit

Protocol

REJ

Session

SWFC

Token

Virtual Route

VRPRQ

VRPRS

XTP

The module associated with a layer in a
communications architecture.

Same as a token when used in reference to window
flow control.

A set of rules that governs the operation of a
communications network.

A supervisory frame, sent in the HDLC protocol, to
indicate a frame in error or missing (i.e. an out-of
sequence frame has been received).

A logical connection between two end-points.

Sliding Window Flow Control. See section 2.7.6.

In the context of window flow control, a token is
required to transmit a frame. The number of tokens
is equal to the window size.

An SNA term, logical end-to-end path through the
transport network, a duplex connection between two
subarea nodes.

An SNA term, Virtual Route Pacing Request. See
Appendix B.

An SNA term, Virtual Route Pacing Response. See
Appendix B.

A proposed high performance transfer layer (OSI
layers 3 and 4 combined) protocol for high-speed
networks.



List of Symbols Used

The following is a list of commonly used symbols in this document.
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c

D

f

F

G(N,M)

GOS

k

p

M

N

R

TW

W

X(t)

1\

X(t)

Capacity of a link in units/sec (units = bytes, frames, etc.)

Total delay in seconds (typically, used in the context of round
trip delay)

Propagation delay in seconds

Queueing delay in seconds

Transmit delay in seconds

Flow rate in units / sec

Fairness (unitless)

Normalizing constant for BCMP-type network

Grade of Service (typically, a percentage)

Window size for SNA "swapping window"

Power in untta/Isec-)

Probability of n frames in queue i

Probability of being blocked

Number of hops, or links, in a virtual circuit

Increment value for DWFC (every N successful acknowledgments
increases the window size by one). Also used for Target Load in
control theory literature.

Response time, number of classes, or reward depending on
context

Transmit Window, maximum window size for DWFC

Window size

Actual Load, used in control theory literature

Estimated Load, used in control theory literature



Y Thruput in units/sec

A Arrival Rate in units/sec

1t U) Steady state probability (of a Markov process) for state j

p Utilization

p li ) State dependent utilization

Jl. Service Rate of a queue in units/sec

JlU) State dependent service rate of a queue in units/ sec
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AppendixA mM's Token-Ring DWFC Algorithm
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This description is from Token-Ring Network Architecture Reference,
Second Edition, August 1987 [Toke87].

If (a REJ is received) or (a solicited I-format or S-format response with the
F bit set to B'l' is received and the receive sequence number, N(R) , is less
than the link station's poll state Variable, V(P)) then

If the transmit window size, 1W, is greater than 1 then

Set the working window size, Ww, to 1.
Set the information acknowledged counter, la_Ct, to B'O'.
Set the send state variable, V(S), to the receive sequence

number, N(R).
Retransmit the I-format frame whose send sequence number

equals the receive sequence number, N(R).

Do while the working window size, Ww, is less than the maximum
transmit size, 1W. holds.

Do while acknowledgment not received holds.

If (REJ is received) or (solicited I-format or S-format
response with the F bit set to B' l' is received and the
receive sequence number, N(R), is less than the link
station's poll state variable, V(P)) then

Exit the algorithm and start again.

Increment I-format frame acknowledgment count by the receive
sequence number, N(R) , minus the last received N(R) variable,
V (A), MOD 128.
(* la_Ct := la_Ct + ((N(R) - V(A)) *)

If the I-format frame acknowledged count, la_Ct, is greater than
the number of I-format LPDU's to be acknowledged before
incrementing Ww, Nw, then

Set the remainder of I-format frame acknowledged count,
la_Ct, divided by number of I-format LPDU's to be
acknowledged before incrementing Ww, Nw, to l-format
frame acknowledged count, la_Ct.
(* Ia_Ct := remainder(la_Ct / Nw) *)

Set the working window size, Ww, to the minimum of
working window plus the quotient of the above divide, or
the maximum transmit window size, 1W.



The following definitions apply:

F bit Final bit in LLC control field. A link station receiving a command
LPDU with the P bit (Poll bit in LLC control field) set to B'l' sends a
response LPDU with the F bit set to I 1I •

LPDU Logical Link Control Protocol Data Unit, a frame.

Nw Number of acknowledgments needed to increment Ww.

REJ A link station uses the REJect LPDU to request retransmission of 1
format LPDU's starting with number N(R).

TW Maximum number of outstanding I-format LPDU's, the maximum
window size.

Ww Working window, the present window size (between 1 and 1W).
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AppendixB mM's SNA Virtual Route Pacing Algorithm
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This description is from [Atki80] with errors corrected. The tests for
k < WS min and k > WS max are not shown. It is assumed that k cannot be
decremented or incremented beyond these limits. An explanation of the
Variable names and their functions follows on the next page.

RWI Received VRPRS Received

N

PC = 0

y

k = k - 1

PC = PC + k

CONTINUE

N

k=k+l

Figure 24 SNA Virtual Route Pacing AlgorlthIn



The following definitions apply:

83

CWI

CWRI

k

PC

RWI

VRPRQ

VRPRS

Change Window Indicator. If moderate congestion is detected,
the CWI bit is set in the message encountering the congestion

Change Window Reply Indicator. If the CWI bit is set in a
received message, the CWRI bit is set in the first VRPRS sent to
the source.

Swapping window window size. See Figure 11.

Pacing Count. The current working window size. See Figure 11.

Reset Window Indicator. If severe congestion is detected, then
this bit is set in any message flowing in the reverse direction of
the message that encountered the congestion.

Virtual Route Pacing Request. The VRPRQ bit is set by the
sender in the first frame of each window. This requests
permission (sent as a VRPRS, see below) to send another
window's worth of frames.

Virtual Route Pacing Response. Upon receipt of a frame with
the VRPRQ bit set, the receiver may send a frame with the
VRPRS bit set to indicate that the receiver can accept another
window's worth of frames. The receiver can withhold the
VRPRS if it cannot accept the frames at the current time. The
frame with VRPRS set is sent at the highest possible priority
allowing it to overtake other frames queued at intermediate
nodes.


